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EDITORS
NOTE

Right: Gabrielle Aplin our first December cover star.
Above: Editor-in-Chief Alice Gee

As we exit lockdown 2.0 and enter a new year
I can’t help but reflect on the life changing
circumstances we’ve come to face. Lockdown has Photography: Betty Martin
proven a difficult time for the majority, from being
unable to see our nearest and dearest to our front Oh, so often over the
liners sacrificing everything to care for our nation. past year we have
grappled with the
Personally, this year has been one of severe notion of certainty or
anxiety and uncertainty whilst witnessing beacons should I say lack of. I’m
of hope through the extraordinary actions within sure I’m not the only
our communities. We have watched our nation pull one who is constantly
guessing
together to support those less fortunate whilst second
the year of 2021 and
continuing to fight against COVID.
what’s in store. I feel
conversation
Taking this into account, I feel a huge amount every
of pride and gratitude that we have been able and meeting we are
to release our second issue featuring an aray of expressing our hope
extremely talented individuals who have continued and dreams only to half
to create and inspire over the past 12 months. The shut them down with
creative industries have taken a real hit this year everything being so
with live events and venues having to shut their unsure. This can be disheartening and paralysing
doors. With this, we have seen artists manoeuvre at times. So, it made sense for us to push harder
new innovative ways to entertain and keep the arts and achieve even more with our winter covers and
culture focused pieces.
alive.
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We want to highlight that the industry is very much
open for business and although we are in these
uncertain times it’s up to us to find new ways to
discover culture whilst highlighting those ready to
take 2021 by storm.
As I steped out bright and early, mask in tow to
journey to what would be our first and only shoot
of Issue 2 due to new restrictions, I feel a sense of
normality and excitement that I hadn’t felt in quite
some time. Although we were able to shoot socially
distanced outside for one of our previous covers, I
really had missed the hustle and bustle that comes
with a studio shoot. It’s moments like this where I
long to once again be close to one another.
Our Winter covers are a nod to both the old and new
staring musicians who have, and are consistently
are taking the industry by storm. Together these
artists total over 1110 minutes of music and have
toured more than 120 cities. Sometimes the past
really is the best teller of future and what better
way to instil confidence that our creative industries
will arise front the ashes.

“LET 2021 BE
THE YEAR OF
CONTINUING
CHANGE
FOR BETTER
MENTAL
HEALTH”
Ultimately I feel lucky that we are still able at Head
Above The Clouds, to do what we love even if it
is slightly different without our much loved gigs
and festivals. For us, I think continuing in some
capacity is hugely lucky and something we will
continue not to take for granted. One of the hopes
I have following the pandemic is we don’t become
complacent and blind to the struggles of mental
health that many have finally arrived to bare witness
to. We were already in the midst of a mental health
crisis pre COVID-19, with many suffering and
falling victim to mental illness day in and day out.
I pray that we continue to acknowledge mental
health as something that needs more funding
and support and that ourselves, communities
and charities should not be alone in this. It is time
our government acknowledge their responsibilty
in the fight to better our mental health and better
funding, care and strategies. We have seen over
this year how we are all capable of pulling together
to show such understanding and love, as well as
how physical and mental health go hand in hand.
It’s time to pave a better future, we must not fall
complacent. In times of such uncertainty all we
have is one another, and now more than ever it is
so important to continue to look after one another.
Let 2021 be the year of continuing change for
better mental health.
Merry Christmas and I hope a happier new year.

JADE POULTNEY
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HATC
& WHY?
Head Above The Clouds began to create safe
spaces within the music industry for those with
their mentalhealth issues, whilst promoting
better mental health policy and raising funds
for key mental health charities.
Since Head Above The Clouds began, we have run numerous events
including gigs, festivals and panel debates whilst producing online content
of podcasts and campaigns. As we continue to grow at an incredible rate, we
also continue to reach a wider audience by branching into new areas within
the creative industries and growing into a much wider media company.
Here at Head Above The Clouds we want our magazine to be an immersive
experience. With that and the work we do, we understand the trouble that
can arise when it comes to making a magazine that is accessible to those
with learning and visual difficulties.
The magazine aims to not only produce content for readers to understand
and tackle their own mental health struggles but to also give you the chance
to hear from those who have, and still are experiencing mental health
difficulties.
Experts featured will provide readers a chance to learn about different
mental illnesses, the stigma and policy issues surrounding them as well as
information on how and where to seek help.
We want to provide for those suffering with mental illness a chance to not
only learn and feel welcome but a chance to have a voice and a place to
change prejudices surrounding the every day battle for better mental health.

Want To Get Involved?
Contact us at : contact@headabovetheclouds.co.uk

Photography: Betty Martin
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BEA MILLER
After a year’s break, which for many fans felt like a decade Bea Miller

“I didn’t want comparing one group to lessen the horrible things that

is back with her brand new album elated!. After taking some much

another group has done, I never wanted that comparison to seem

needed time for herself, Bea continued to write her softmore record

tasteless or offensive. The people in the White House have done

which had already been a year in the making. She tells us how after

so many horrendously terrible things that are just inhumane and

time promoting her previous album she felt less stress about creating

awful and disgusting. They’re essentially promoting discrimination

for at least a little while before an all very familiar desire to start

against anybody who isn’t a straight white cis, man. So I think the

working again kicked in.

only comparison I could possibly think of was The Nazis, I just, I felt
so strongly about the negative effects not only on our country, but on

“It was just the natural order of things. It just felt like the right time to

the entire world to have, you know, people in office who are so open

start making music for the next project. I also was very inspired. We

in supporting such negative behaviours, such harmful behaviours was

started writing maybe two years ago, and I was very inspired at the

really, really scary for me.”

time that we originally started writing because I had a lot going on in
my life.”

It’s easy to understand why Bea would worry over the initial
response to the lyrics which reference the White House. The Trump

Bea explains how making LA her permanent home, getting out of

administration has consistently divided society, not just in the states

the four walls of the recording studio and attending writing camps

but globally, and social media has become an increasingly nasty place

refuelled her inspiration.

for artists who express their political viewpoint so openly.

“I had started to find my people and I was finding my creative

“I touched upon a lot of other things in the lyrics where I didn’t really

inspirations within other people who I felt really understood me and

like the way that sounded when I’d say it out loud, but then it was too

the way that I like to communicate. I had finally found people who

late. I originally thought when I wrote it, that maybe it was just me and

wanted to support me and help me to say the things that I actually

the people I was writing the song with and that there was something

wanted to say in my music whilst not being afraid of how other people

wrong with us. But upon releasing it, I realised that most of us have

might perceive things.”

these dark thoughts and opinions that we are afraid to share with
other people because we think that they’ll think that we’re insane that

As Bea talks about finding her stride, you can really see the “magic”

there’s something wrong with us, when the reality is that most of us

she describes from being able to work with people who truly

have these dark thoughts. It’s really important for me, especially now

understand her and how honing in on “her people” has truly helped

after seeing how people are reacting to ‘elated!’, to continue to be

her hone in on her art. To fans this resonates in her new album with

brutally honest, even if it sometimes can feel embarrassing or, or just

personal touches and experiences running throughout most, if not

like a little much.”

every song. ‘hallelujah’, a personal favourite, opens with a darker
focus which I can only imagine must have felt at least slightly daunting

Maintaining that theme of honest vulnerability, ‘self crucify’ is a

writing, let alone releasing.

painstakingly personal track making another nod at the importance of
finding and living in better spaces for mental wellbeing.

“I played hallelujah for a lot of people in my personal life, before I felt
comfortable releasing it. I definitely make a comparison in that song

“I surprised myself, by writing that song, you know. I remember

for which I didn’t want to offend anybody. I didn’t care about offending

going into the studio that day, not knowing what I wanted to talk

Trump supporters because f*ck them, but I didn’t want to offend

about. It came very naturally and completely by accident. And I think

anybody by making a comparison between people in the White

sometimes we don’t want to say certain things out loud to anybody

House and The Nazis, as I didn’t want to seem insensitive.

because once we do they’re real and you have to face it, instead of just
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Photography: Gina Gizella Manning

burying it somewhere. But once I started, I couldn’t stop. As much as

already done, and I’ve learned from it. You have to forgive mostly for

it was really scary and daunting to face those things, I felt freed by it. I

yourself and not for the other person.”

felt a huge weight off of my shoulders. I didn’t even necessarily realise
why I had forgiven this person until I wrote it down and, and spoke

“Once I wrote these things down and I admitted them to my co writer

about it out loud. I definitely hold a lot of resentment, or at least used to

I felt this relief but I was scared to release the songs because I didn’t

hold a lot of resentment for this person for many, many years.”

want to hurt anybody, I just knew that I needed to admit these things
to everyone in order to feel free from them. That was my own personal

“Holding resentment doesn’t do anything for anybody. It doesn’t

journey”

solve the problem. It definitely doesn’t make you feel any better about
what has happened. It’s really important to allow yourself to feel even

Honesty is something that Bea has never been shy or afraid of when

negative emotions, and to work your way through it. I realised that by

it comes to her work, life or relationships being candid is part of who

holding on to that negative emotion and energy, it wasn’t hurting them,

she is.

it was hurting me. And I think that I didn’t want to forgive her because I
thought that that somehow would like make her feel better about the

“That’s how I am as a person sometimes to a point where I think it

situation when the reality they didn’t even know. I realised that without

might drive people crazy. I’m very bad at hiding my emotions. If I am

forgiving anybody who has hurt me, caused me pain or trauma in my

upset about something no matter how much I try to keep it together

life, I can’t ever escape it. People make mistakes, and not everything

it’s very obvious that I am upset about it. I have always set out to be

was meant to hurt me. And even if it was, it already happened, it’s

that way in my music too.”
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Having experienced severe anxiety for years and facing the real

I’m not alone in this.. These are other people who have experiences,

control it had over her life, Bea also opened up about the overwhelming

they’ve all survived, they’ve lived to tell the tale, you’ve lived through

feeling of numbness and the making of ‘Feel Something’.

every single one of these that you’ve had, like, it’s going to be fine. I
took a lot of steps. But eventually I started realising what worked for

“It’s scary to step out of your comfort zone and to talk about things

me. Yeah. And now Luckily, I have really gotten a grasp on at least the

that are difficult for you to face on your own. I had never felt nothing

panic attack aspect of some mental health issues. Knock on wood”

before, I had never felt such a lack of emotion in my entire life as I
did when I originally wrote the track. I want to say it scared me, but I

“I never thought that I would reach that point. I felt like I was living this

couldn’t even feel that fear. I have been depressed before but it wasn’t

double life because I would go on my social media or go on stage and

like that. I didn’t feel like I was succumbing to a depression, I just wasn’t

it almost felt like I was I was putting on this facade, which I wasn’t doing

connecting. It should have been sad, it should have been so many

on purpose, because that was still me It sometimes feels like you are

things, but it wasn’t to me. I felt very alone in that, because I would

living two lives. I almost mourned myself at certain times, because

watch all of my friends laugh and cry and I felt like I was watching

I’ve just, I wasn’t the same person. When I was having these really

them on a TV screen right in front of me. I couldn’t listen to music

bad panic attacks, I wasn’t the same person, I wasn’t as fun as I used

anymore, I couldn’t watch movies, I couldn’t go out and be around

to be. I literally mourned my own personality for a very long time until

people because I just felt so disconnected. It reached this point

eventually, you know, I did find ways to recover. I’ll probably write about

where I thought to myself that I would rather be immensely sad than

at some point. It was a long journey to figure out what helped me as I

be immensely nothing. I had never experienced anything quite like

think it is for everyone.”

that before.
One new social issue effecting our of mental health that is being seen
“I’m sure that in some ways, it was connected to my own mental health

more often is anxiety relted to climate change with Bea not being the

and things that I have faced throughout my life. But it just felt like

first to experience such anxiety surrounding the future of our planet.

nothing I had ever experienced before. It was really alienating. I was
scared it would never go away. But I couldn’t even feel that fear deeply.

“What I feel real anxiety of is the World as we know disappearing in our

After releasing that song, I realised that I’m not even close to being the

lifetime. That is one of the most horrifying things that lives in my mind.

only one who has experienced something along those lines. And that

I have not gone a single day in years, without at least once having this

made me feel good. I mean, it made me feel sad because I hated this

overwhelming momentary fear of climate change killing us all. I try

knowledge that so many people have to face that experience but at

to go out of my way not to buy water bottles when I’m out and use a

the same time so relieved that I could open that door for people.”

reusable one or have one trash bags worth of garbage every week
and I try to recycle even though that really doesn’t do anything. I know

Having spoken out about her anxiety, Bea tells us about finding outlets

that realistically, it doesn’t help. We try to do all these things to minimise

that have worked and helped her when it comes to living with these

our impact. But unfortunately, we live in a capitalist society where it is

feelings.

next to impossible to actually make a difference. That is really, really
scary and really detrimental not only to our physical health, but to our

“I feel lucky to be able to write songs, I was very lost before I attempted

mental health. All we can do is try to stay on our activism. I don’t want

to do that before I found my own creative outlet. I used to write a lot of

to encourage anybody focusing more on it than they need to, if that’s

poetry, and that would help me sometimes, but I think I was so focused

detrimental to their mental health ultimately it’s a hard thing to balance.

on making something beautiful when I was writing poems that I wasn’t
actually focused on saying everything I needed to say. It took me a

I’m sure Bea isn’t the only one currently feeling overwhelmed about

long time to figure out exactly what my outlet was, in terms of which

what we can do to help, especially in a world also struggling with a

one will be the most helpful for me.”

global pandemic. But she does bring to light an important factor that
there is only so much we can do. Being a successful activist requires

“I was experiencing really horrible panic attacks. To the point that I

us to stay healthy not only physically but mentally, when we are

felt afraid to leave my house. I didn’t want to hang out with anybody, I

sacrificing too much of our well-being we are doing a disservice to the

didn’t want to go anywhere I had experienced a panic attack, including

cause. Sometimes taking a break really is the best thing to do.

sometimes places in my own house. Eventually, I started to some kind
of forum where I could read other people’s experiences with panic
attacks. Where people experienced the same and I’d be like, oh okay

Words: Alice Gee

Behind the scenes of Issue 2 with Gabrielle Aplin

GABRIELLE
APLIN
LOOKING FORWARD
We join Gabrielle Aplin to talk everything from mental
health, her recent diagnosis of ADHD and the unexpected
benefits presented in the creation of her third album.
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As I sit with Gabrielle over zoom, the online set up now the
norm, it’s a painful reminder that even though we are in
slightly better times than we were March to July, the world is
still very much suffering. We began the interview reminiscing
on what was a January similar to the ones before, with the
industry touring as normal, and the prospect of a global
standstill at that time quite ridiculous. Little did we know, what
was in store over the coming months.
“I was on tour just before lockdown. I got a few dates in, but I
didn’t get to do all the kind of things I had planned. We didn’t
get to do any of Europe or any of the other international stuff
we had planned but it could have been way worse.” Gabrielle
explains that although she felt like it was asituation that at the
time that hadn’t “engulfed” our lives yet, it was a situation you
just had to “go with”.

that much unlike a touring band. But it did feel really different
as well releasing an album independently.”
Gabrielle shot to fame as a household name after her cover
of Frankie Goes To Hollywood’s ‘The Power Of Love’ was
used for the 2012 John Lewis Christmas Advert. She then
released her first album ‘English Rain’ which peaked at
number 2 in the charts. Since then Gabrielle has been no
stranger to success, with her third album being released
independently on her own label in January 2020.
“I could kind of do whatever I wanted. The rule book had
gone out the window, if there ever was a rule book. My deal

Photography: Betty Martin

Although Gabrielle watched her whole touring
schedule disappear overnight “I still got to do the normal
things that you’d do when you release an album”. But with
her third album being released pre COVID’19 we talk how the
impact of the industry shutting down effected it’s release.
“My life hasn’t always been based around touring and promo
all over the place, so I’ve been very virtual in a way and that’s
how I like to work. I don’t do too well moving. All the stuff that
really mattered to me like being able to present the music and
really getting the message across and the whole substance
of the album including meeting fans and presenting it to
them was still possible. My career, has always been very
international but because of the internet in that sense I
wouldn’t be in three random countries at once anyway. It’s
very internet based for me, so I’ve been in an alright position
compared to some artists. Most artists rely on touring, so I
just remember how lucky I am. My life didn’t have to change

came to an end nicely and I had this platform but it took me a
couple of years to decide what to do.
I still wanted to make a pop album, I love pop music and I
wanted to push myself. I worked in L.A and Norway and
I pushed myself to work with loads of new people and
different people from all over the place. I spent a few years
collecting songs and experimenting and as opposed to
going into a place saying today I’m going to write a song.”
“I find travelling quite difficult, to get settled anywhere so
when I went to Norway, there was this uncomfortable space
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that is actually really really good to be in some times, it allows
your thoughts to be a bit louder. It was really good, it was
painful but in a good way, I was able to create from that space
and I found that really therapeutic and a really nice way to
write. It was a break in some way spaced between the two
albums.”
Having produced her second album from the comfort of a
friends basement flat in London, Gabrielle explained how
writing outside of her comfort zone helped create something
different to the work she’d released before “I really did want
to push myself. Putting myself in different situations and

scenarios and writing from that space was interesting. I
decided it was exposure therapy, and each time I did it I
found it more exciting and less scary.”
Another topic we found ourselves tackling, was the
uncertainty lock down has bought to our lives and effected
the routines we are accustomed to. I was relieved to chat
about our similar habits of working in our pyjamas and
allowing ourselves the time to embrace that.
“I think having a routine is really important, as it’s something
at the moment we can control. Even as having something

as small as a skin care routine is really important. That
bookmarks my day. It was so important to me when I was
touring to have a couple of oils, it sounds silly, but it was
less about my skin and more about me having something
that had lavender in and no matter where I was I could do
that everyday. That was my anchor but even now I’m not
travelling it’s still really important as it book marks my day.
Even if you have to force yourself to get dressed, you’ve
achieved something.”
Having set up her own label “Never Fade Records” Gabrielle
removed herself from the majors with the initial aim to have
a space where she could release her own music without
contraints, saying “before I was even signed I wanted to be
able to put out my own songs and have a label.”

“I decided to start funding artists and projects. I set up our
night in London to have a headline act and loads of new
artists as an opportunity for our artists to come to London
and play for the industry, fans and crowds with some
more established artists. It’s really great opportunity and a
wonderful community who come down no matter the line up
to be quiet and listen to their songs.”
It’s really important as a new artist to have that and I think it’s
also important to play to rooms of people who don’t care.
It’s a good method of confidence building and to know and
realise why you’re doing it and no matter who’s listening that
you are doing it for the right reasons I suppose. It’s also good
to feel appreciated as a new artist and I want those artists
to have those opportunities. It was great when I stopped
working with Warner that I had this own entity that I was
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able to release my own music on. And that’s what I’ve been that’s me. My therapist referred me to this great doctor and
doing through AWAL in a deal which allows me to support psychiatrist who diagnosed me.”
myself and the other artists I work with.”
“Everything then became normal. At the time I was very
When asked what her advice would be to those in the scared of medication especially for ADHD. I tried Ritalin
industry, especially at this difficult time Gabrielle eagerly the next day, it was amazing. Like it wasn’t that I felt a high
says “Making lots of online friends and reaching out to version of myself or anything, but I just felt normal. I could
people. I’m working with more people internationally now just get up and do my day of work and it actually wasn’t
more than ever and with the computer. If you have Zoom, strenuous. I found it hard to do things or to concentrate,
reach out to people and keep some sense of community. then I got depressed and in this pattern of self loathing. You
Especially if you’re in lockdown or isolating. There’s a lot treat the depression but that isn’t the cause.” As I listen I
of stuff online, you can be constantly learning and keeping understand the heart wrenching process that comes after
connection with people. It’s easy to feel less isolated with years of feeling abnormal. Even after being diagnosed
people around you. It’s important to find that in whatever you can feel cursed with a burden the weight of the world.
we can.
Gabrielle’s outlook is ever the positive one.
As we mention the idea of being alone and separated
in these times, our conversation turns to mental health.
Having being diagnosed with ADHD Gabrielle knows the
all too unpleasant feeling of being isolated by her mental
illnessand the stigma and stereotypes surrounding ADHD.

“I feel like there’s a positive, like being super aware. Like I can
sit there and watch anything Wes Anderson on mute and
be like wow. It allows me to work in ways that people without
ADHD couldn’t work. For instance, I’m really heightened by
sound and sensitive to colour and visuals. I think I feel my
ADHD can be a gift but I didn’t realise that until I knew what
“I think historically, although it’s changing a bit now, ADHD it was.”
has been seen as a thing that naughty young boys have
that they grow out of with a bit of behavioural therapy. “I also think a lot of the anxiety comes from what the thing
Like they also think adults don’t have it.” With ADHD being is, especially when you’re an anxious person. Like when
notoriously difficult to diagnose among women as there is your arm hurts and you know you’ve pulled a muscle then
no frame diagnosis outlines for women, Gabrielle knows you know what’s wrong, and you’re able to go ok I can
from experience that living with the disability without understand. When you know what it is you can deal with the
support can be extremely difficult.
pain it’s causing a lot of the time”
“Not knowing what something is and how to deal with it is
tough. I was really lucky as I was able to go and pay privately
for someone to look into a diagnosis and I don’t think I would
have been able to do that if I didn’t have that privilege. I think
a lot of it is education and awareness as well. Like people
are still calling it ADD. It’s ADHD and its different and it’s an
umbrella term I guess. Also understanding the differences,
like women tend to have different symptoms than men, and
the stereotype of being really hyper and unable to sit still,
naughty and disruptive. It’s not that all the time, so there’s a
lot of misdiagnosis and people just given antidepressants
and told to go, that didn’t work for me. I actually watched
something from the Edinburgh fringe on BBC for a series
where those have disabilities or neurological conditions or
anything that makes them a little bit different. This girl had
ADHD and the way she told her story I was like, oh wow,

As we reach the end of the interview Gabrielle explains “I
think these things are just part of our identity. It’s just who
I am and it doesn’t always have to be an issue just because
socially it’s described as an issue or an illness that has to
be ignored. It’s just something that exists. I think there are
these binary’s in life that are manmade binary’s that we
have to fit into and fit exactly in those boxes and anything
that spills out is an issue. We’ve been told these things are
issues when they actually aren’t, we are just more complex
than traditional society wants us to be and anything that is
abnormal is a problem. I don’t think it is, we’ve made it one.
Essentially it all comes down to just needing to look after
our brains a bit better.”
Words: Alice Gee
Stylists: Sophie Bassett & Alice Gee

Behind the scenes of Issue 2 with Gabrielle Aplin

LANY

‘Mama’s Boy’
ALBUM REVIEW
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LANY are back! Consisting of Paul Jason
Klein, Charles Leslie “Les” Priest, and Jake
Clifford Goss, their new album ‘Mama’s Boy’’
oozes ‘indie, synth, dream pop’.

As you make your way through the album,
which for me has been on repeat ever since its
release, you come across ‘if this is the last time’
a perfect homage to his parents, reminising
over his youth, the lessons they taught him
and the delicacy of life. Questioning how we
would spend our final moments if we had
knowledge of them. Even the instrumental
throughout mimics time ticking by, all before
pausing with Klein whispering the line we’ve
all heard whilst rushing to grow up ‘Hey you,
sit back, don’t go so fast’. As a listener, it’s
difficult not go to places of both good and bad.
Whether it be memories of family, friends or
even things you hold dear Lany encourage
over due moments of grattitude and the reality
of how fragile time is.

LANY’s last album ‘Malibu Nights’, released
in 2018, heavily focused on Klein’s recent
break up with lyrics and tales highlighting a
real vulnerability. Their new album takes a
very different approach, heavily influenced
by religion and family. Posting on Instagram
the band said “I can’t find anything wrong in
hoping there’s a God and wanting to believe
that you’re alive and here on purpose. This
album is us knowing exactly who we are and
embracing ourselves fully as a band”. The
new album follows that lead from all angles as
a catalyst for the band’s growth and change
in direction by trying to find answers and To many, the question of religon which is laced
through the album is a straight forward yes or
meaning in lifes journey.
no answer. In truth, like the album highlights,
From the get-go, the album pays homage to it’s a notion way more complex. The gospel
home, family and heritage, with Klein singing theme throughout ‘i still talk to jesus’, carries
“Oklahoma, it made a man out of me” in the this idea that religion is there in moments
album’s second track ‘cowboy in LA’. From both good and bad and uncertain. Klein truly
the very first moments you are catapulted encopasses how we look for answers in life
by the intro to this feeling of warmth whilst and at moments of depseration no matter
feeling uplifted with every memory of our own whether we believe or not we all “still talk to
jesus”. Throughout the album it’s something
personal ‘you!’ springing to life.
Klein comes back to time and time again,
Incorporating the bands’ different upbringings the idea that we all try and do better than
in Oklahoma, Arkansas and Missouri, the yesterday, and whether you find religion or
opening track ‘you!’, focuses on the difficult believe in a higher power or not, we all need
times from their youthful environments, something to rely on and find hope, whether
focusing on the literal elements of the it be family, friends or god. Once again Lany
sun, moon and ocean, and their effect carry their audiance to new heights.
on the workings of the world. Alongside
comparisons of the significant others who’ve Words: Alice Gee
helped him during his personal struggles, the
track closes with a chorus of voices, with the
power mirroring the power in numbers when
it comes to supporting one another.

HARRY STYLES
‘GOLDEN’
SINGLE REVIEW
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‘Golden’ is the fifth single from Harry
Styles’ second studio album ‘Fine
Line’. With fans avidly waiting for more
from since ‘Watermelon Sugar’ it’s no
surprise that within hours of releasing
the video ‘Golden’ was all everyone
was talking about.
The new single pays homage to 70s
Southern California, from the light
summery vibe of the track to to the
visual aesthetics of the video. Styles
wears a vintage baby blue suit jacket,
drives a vintage car and even a vintage
speed boat. ‘Golden’ is the perfect
Pacific Coast song. Every inch of it
radiates warmth as if you were driving
down the coast under west coast sun.
Even the bridge musically emulates
the effect when the suns rays hit and
their very own serenity.
The video, set on the Amalfi coast,
is just what the doctor ordered for
many in lockdown from Corona Virus.
Although it doesn’t follow a strict
narrative as such, it follows suit on
that feeling of excitement mixed with
confusion at the beginning of a new
relationship.

The opening track to Fine Line
perfectly ecapsulates the start
of a tale of a budding relationship,
capturing that ‘honeymoon phase’
of a new relationship. Gold which is
itself precious, may be the perfect
metaphor for Styles and how he’s
found comfort in his relationship with
himself. Although the song at times
adresses notions of fear and anxiety
in the relationship, as Styles sings, “I
don’t wanna be alone, I don’t wanna
be alone when it ends” this is again
a nod to himself, those moments
when self doubt can overtake. Whilst
the rest of the songs tracks back to
positive connatations and shows him
enjoying himself clearly indicating
“loving is the antidote’.
The simplicity of the video adds to
the allure and mystery of some of
the tracks lyrics with them being
more than meets the ear. Styles has
graced us with yet another song
that’s hook will be in your head for the
foreseeable future.
Words: Eloise Adger

DECLAN MCKE
The new generation
space man following
in the footsteps
of rock and roll
legends.

ENNA
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“I haven’t played a game of football in months” Declan exclaims

of “Be An Astronaut” obviously wasn’t ideal but it carried just

in horror as we both dodge the unbearable direct sunlight in

as real a punch as one of his incredible live performances .

both our rooms. “Everyone’s talking about wanting to be at
gigs, there’s a severe lack of festivals and not being able to

“You know, I think doing things like this does take away a bit

travel and being able to go to places.” With lockdown down

of what’s kind of special about doing things like that. It’s quite

2.0 well under way, we both clearly have cabin fever as we

removed, you don’t really get the same, emotional value out of it.

recall the things we’ve missed the most since COVID-19

It can take away part of what’s kind of special about it, it doesn’t

and how the tiredness of the situation is really kicking in.

feel as real, the same as releasing an album in this time. You can
see that people like it, you can see that it’s happened, but, you

One noticeable difference it seems, is the bizarre stability

know, it doesn’t feel as as real when it is all kind of online or on

being in one place over the past months with touring on

zoom as it becomes in amongst all of the other things. But it was

hold has brought. For Declan, the norm isn’t one of being

still amazing, you know, you have to think about it objectively

cooped up in London with a schedule open for interpretation

and be like, I have just done James Corden is really good thing.

as he has found himself swinging from one country to the
next with headline tours and festivals over the past 5 years.

When you think about it, it’s obvious that the social restrictions
brought on by the pandemic has had such a detrimental effect

“I’ve been getting used to working on the record being at home

on performers. Getting that feedback, the raw reaction in the

and having, you know, a sort of steady environment. I guess

moment for people around us, is so integral to the creative

for myself, it’s something I haven’t been all that used to. Even

process. Declan mentioned how initially the difference in

when I’m at home, I’d be going away going into different places

experiencing that reaction solely online instead of physically at a

to work on things or to just go and visit friends. It’s been a year

live performance was incredibly frustrating and overwhelmingly

of missing out on a lot. It has felt that way. Everyone has had

sad. But he didn’t remain too downbeat for long as he tells us

to miss out on things really. I’m finding especially with friends

about the recording of a second album.

dotted all over the country at Uni it’s been quite a difficult time.”
“It was fantastic. Really, it was so fun. I felt quite confident in the
With restrictions in place throughout summer, and no fields

songs, and I’d spent a long time working on the writing. So I went

of mud in site, people packed away the tents and wellies for

with a fairly clear idea of what we’re going to do. There was a really

another year. The community aspect of festivals Declan tells

good flow. Obviously, there’s a good creative spirit in Nashville,

me, is his favourite part of hitting the road over summer. “I’ve

but also being around a lot of friends from touring, who live out

been able to connect with people all over with mutual goals,

there, alongside Jay who is really inspiring and very creative.”

it’s one of the most valuable things I’ve taken away from it.
There’s a whole load of people just like me, young and making

“The recording process was the complete opposite of

music. You know, you only see each other maybe a couple

what this year has felt like. Being present and really being

times a year if that, but you have a very, very close bond to

in an inner space, not having many distractions and, you

those who tour, that’s one of the things I’ve valued the most.

know, having those moments working on music and

I love festivals and being able to travel. I was just thinking the

getting really into it. That’s what I am striving for most

other day about when walking around Shibuya at five in the

of the time. That sort of energy to be really present in.”

morning because you can’t sleep trying to find vegetarian

It’s funny Declan mentioned this idea of presence. To me

noodles which are actually very hard to find. Sh*t like that, I

‘Zeros’ has the presence of some of the greatest writers

love it , it’s amazing. Just all of the random little things you do

and performers of all time. The album brings our present

when you’re just kind of on a different completely different time.

together with previous eras of british Rock’n’Roll in a renewed

All those little moments really are amazingly special to me.”

experience for listeners. The first time I heard one of my
favourite tracks ‘Be An Astronaut’ I was catapulted to an

On the subject of special momments I couldn’t help but bring up his

out of body space previously inhabited by one of my all-

appearance on The Late Late Show with James Cordon, which

time favourites Elton John. In four and a half short minutes

must have felt monumental. Pre-recording his performance

it was suddenly possible to live a different time and world.
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“It came together from many parts. When I wrote it, I did imagine

“My mental health is always changing and my perspective

at least some of the elements and how the parts were going to

on it has been constantly reframing over the last couple of

come together. My original idea was that it was going to be more

years now. There’s been really, really tough times, especially

orchestral but wanted to kind of explore the studio rock before.

over the last year and touring the first album. It’s just hard to

It’s very, very much inspired by those greats like Elton John

find, especially right now, a balance in life. You know, setting

who I think is one of the greatest songwriters. Before going

boundaries for work. When you do a job like mine people want

to Nashville I saw Rocket Man at the premiere and I loved it.

to talk about it all the time, they don’t really necessarily respect
boundaries, that can be challenging. I think a lot of friends

Just like Elton, Declan shows no fear in how he expresses

of mine, and peers, have all sort of had a similar experience

himself. Over the past few years we’ve really watched him

of it just being very hard to sort of find a balance with living.”

come out of his shell in how he expresses himself whether it
be musically and through his fashion choices. Declan oozes

“I’ve been figuring out really over the last few years via

comfortability when it comes to breaking gender norms but as

partially therapy, partially through beginning to meditate. I’ve

he explains, it was something he always felt so clearly about.

been learning all the things that helped me and in turn learnt
more about myself. Those first couple of years, when I was

“I think it’s something my kind of younger self sort of

really in the music industry, I was very excited and I wasn’t

desired and wanted. To feel freer in the way I express

necessarily thinking about a lot of things in that eventuality.

myself with what I wear and the way I present myself.

It takes its toll when you don’t put your foot down on what

But I haven’t always been particularly confident in that.

is too much for you and what is fair on yourself. You can
lose track of things that you do. That’s kind of reframed,

“It’s important to be expressive, when I’m performing, whether

the way I look at my own mental health. For me I just found

it’s wearing loads of glitter or channelling something darker like

normal life and things that I do that make me happy”

eyeliner. Having this sort of platform to do that and being able
to be encouraged to do that is great. My view of gender and

Throughout the interview with Declan I began to realise how

identity on the whole is that these things are always changing

the notion of ‘happiness’ has become redundant since the

and the way we have them set out in the dictionary, per say, is not

pandemic and how it is all too often a secondary notion in an

exactly how it feels or the reality of it, I suppose, it is something

increasingly busy, hustle orientated lives. Hearing Declan talk

broader. If you’d asked me the same question a few years

with such freedom about the times he has felt pure joy from

ago, I would have been startled and possibly a bit confused.”

the things he loves, many of them having to adapt of be placed
on hold, I hope that post COVID we can truly find a better

“The whole movement includes a younger generation of

balance where our individual happiness can take poll position.

people who are questioning and what is important, and
what is real. The idea of a nation, the idea of money, the idea
of gender. I think if you reject those, then there’s a much
more open plane. That feels very freeing to be a part of.”
Being part of a generation, that is much more open and
liberally minded than the ones before makes the chanes
in societal attitudes even more apparent. Attitudes around
the stigma of mental illness are changing at the fastest
pace ever seen. In the past few years we have created
a space that is more inclusive in our understanding and
ideologies whilst providing platforms where we can educate
one another and grow. Declan is no stranger to this topic
having experienced his own hurdles throughout his life as
well as feeling the burden that COVID has left on so many.

Words: Alice Gee
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Niall Horan
Live At
The Royal Albert

On the 7th of November, Niall Horan performed a live stream gig to an empty Royal
Albert Hall. With an estimated audience of 500,000 he raised millions of pounds
for the “engine room” of the music industry

Since March music fans around the world have had
to get used to an array of COVID friendly concerts,
from the early Instagram lives and socially distanced
gigs to the more elaborate streams filmed from empty
venues. On the 7th November Niall Horan took on the
largest ever attempted of the latter and all for a good
cause.
Live from the Royal Albert Hall, Horan brought into
our living rooms the tour he had to cancel due to the
pandemic, preforming an hour-long medley of hits
from his latest album ‘Heartbreak Weather’. I should
have been at that tour catching up with my best friend
who I haven’t seen in nearly 6 years, instead we were
dressed up in our bedrooms on FaceTime a few drinks
in and screaming as if we were in Cardiff’s Metropoint
Arena.
The stream, was Horan taking matters into his own
hands, giving something back to the fans who have
missed the live gig experience while also raising vital
funds for his touring crew who have been left out of the
governments furlough schemes. All the money raised
from the hundreds of thousands of tickets sold will be
going to the #WENEEDCREW relief fund, giving vital
financial support to the thousands of roadies, sound
techs and lighting designers around the country.
These people are the backbone of the live touring
industry and without them there may be no tours to
return to when the pandemic is over.

The concert began with a stripped back, sombre
version of “Dear Patience”. Horan is sat alone on a
stool in the darkness, symbolic of how a lot of us in the
industry have felt over the last 8 months. Accompanied
by just a piano and some strings the former boy band
member showcases his raw vocal talent that was
often overlooked by a lot of One Directions critics.
As the lights come up and we crash into “Heartbreak
Weather” you can see true scale of the venue and
every unoccupied seat that could have been filled 90
times over if everyone watching at home was actually
allowed to be there.
Attempting to recreate the feeling of a live concert in
an empty venue is obviously incredibly difficult and
never is that emptiness more obvious than when a
song ends and there is no rousing applause from the
audience, however we do get to see those private
moments between Horan and his band that we
aren’t privy too from the stalls. Laughing about how
nervous they all are you see how close these men
have become touring the world together, how much
they mean to one another, and the cause we have
supported tonight is all the more real. These are the
people who have been left with nothing.
As we transition into “Everywhere” and “On the Loose”
Horan is dancing around the stage like a man who can’t
quite believe he’s playing the Royal Albert Hall, which
is incredibly sweet considering he’s sold-out massive

Photography: Conor McDonnell
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Stadiums in nearly every country in the world. When
he takes a moment to talk to us all down the lense, he
openly calls out the British Government’s behaviour
and attitude towards the arts “The engine room of
our industry has been completely left behind by our
government who have created a furlough scheme
that doesn’t support a multi-billion-pound industry”.
He makes it clear that he is not here to be the perfectly
crafted micromanaged pop star that a lot of people
probably expect him to be. This is an incredibly normal
guy, with an incredibly abnormal life, who is incredibly
pissed off about the situation his friends have found
themselves in and he’s doing everything in his power
to fix it and hold those responsible accountable.

on him to make their livelihoods, and even more
frustrating when their jobs were deemed unviable by
the government. “Flicker” is transformed into a love
song for the live industry and the people who make
it happen, its hopeful overtones is a fitting end point,
perfectly encapsulating what us music fans have all
been feeling since March 23rd “I want this to pass, And
I hope this won’t last too long”.
For 60 minutes, even though we would have loved it to
be longer, those unsung heroes of our industry took us
out of our living rooms and back into the concert halls
we know and love, and their commitment has been
rewarded by the fans. It’s estimated around 130,000
tickets were sold for the live stream with 500,000
people tuning in worldwide raising over £2,000,000
for the #WENEEDCREW relief fund. Live industry
workers now have access to finance that can alleviate
some of the stresses being made redundant overnight
has caused. But it’s not enough, and it makes you
wonder why Horan is currently the only one who is
doing something about this?

Halfway through the show American singer
songwriter Ashe appears from the side of the stage.
Having travelled to London from LA and isolated
for two weeks the two perform the song Horan
featured on earlier this year “Moral of the Story”. An
announcement that would have undoubtedly been
met with deafening screams from a live audience, she
slowly walks on to stage and the two (appropriately
separated to respect social distancing) deliver a lovely During the hour he was on stage he did call out to other
performers encouraging them to get involved with the
intimate performance of the emotional ballad.
charity “I urge other artists to help with this as well.
We aren’t left to linger for too long as the energy meter We all have touring crew; we won’t be able to stick the
is rocketed back up again with “Black and White” “Nice show on without them” I would like to think that some
to Meet Ya” and “Slow Hands” the songs where Horan of these other multi-millionaire musicians have been
really gets to show off his skill as a front man that he supporting their crew during this time, but we just
didn’t often have the opportunity to do when sharing don’t know. With this live stream Horan has managed
the stage with four other blokes. His second album to satisfy the fans missing live music, raise millions to
leans more into a swaggery rock n roll vibe than the support his crew, put the spotlight on the people who
folky inspired tracks of first album Flicker and as truly deserve it, and deliver a very poignant message
he struts around the stage in those glorious BODE to the British Government.
block printed silk trousers, I see an performer who is
truly content with the artistic choices he now has the “Last year, live music in this country was a £4.5 billion
industry, if not more. I just don’t understand how the
freedom to make.
people who throw the coals in are being left behind.
The show ends as it starts, Horan sat alone under a When a government minister wants to go to the
single spotlight, singing down the camera directly to theatre next time, he might have a think about the
us. But this time it’s the crew that takes centre stage, person that opened the door for him, or put the lights
those who made this event possible, who make all on the stage, or whatever it may be. You don’t mind
events possible, slowly tear down the stage and pack taking their tax money next year, but they don’t have
it away until the day we are all able to meet again. The any interest in paying them this year.”
frame is set on what really matters, these people have
rents and mortgages to pay, bills to cover and families You can support #WENEEDCREW by visiting their
to support. It must have been incredibly daunting for website: www.weneedcrew.co.uk
Horan to realise how much these people depend Words: Jade Poultney

CABBAGE
With Coronavirus getting in the way of normality,
we were forced to conduct our interview with Lee
Broadbent (lead singer of Cabbage) via Zoom. From
Coronation Street to Andy Burnham, there was no
stone left unturned.

Cabbage have just released their third studio
album ‘Amanita Pantherina’, or so we thought,
“It’s a strange one, it is our third album, but it’s
technically the second. Very very confusing
I know”, and like the rest of the country the
band have been in lockdown for the majority
of the year. So how have they been coping
with this massive change of circumstances?
“You know we’ve been ok, we’ve recently had
a bought of COVID hit Cabbage, so we had
a little bit of time off. The bass player caught
it at the gym he was training at, then a few
of the lads got it, so we took possibly three
weeks out. There was something, I suppose
unique about it at the start, but now it’s quite
frustrating, very very tedious. Hopefully
there’s a huge light at the end of the tunnel
and we can all get back out on the road, start
enjoying live shows again.”
Despite being stuck inside for most of the
year, the boys took the situation in their
stride, completely recording and producing
their third album in their very own studio.
“It was an experience that we felt was
necessary, we’d done the major labels, we’d
been in the big studios, we’d done the DIY, so
this was something that we were always kind
of aiming for.
So when we finally built a studio to a standard
that it could record at, it made a lot of sense.
We had a lot of discussions with management
at first as to whether it was wise for us to
take the whole thing on ourselves, and we
sent them over a couple of songs that we’d
recorded, and they went right brilliant, let’s do
the rest of it, that sounds fantastic!”
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After working on a project for so long and
independently, it will undoubtedly always have
a special place in their hearts. Although, there
is always one or two of the tracks that have a
much more significant meaning “Not to sound
completely opportunist, but we’ve got a song
called ‘Once Upon A Time In The North’, and
Andy Burnham’s recent push forward for
the protection of Greater Manchester has
massively influenced us.
The song is reflective of his message to the
government about the situation he felt Greater
Manchester was put in. So it will always hold,
even 20 30 40 years reflecting back to what it
was like living in COVID times. I think that song
is always going to have a special place in my
heart now because it’s always going to remind
me of that riveting speech that Andy Burnham
gave, that brought a tear to my eye.
Cabbages’ third album ‘Amanita Pantherina’
has a completely different vibe and mission
than their previous two albums. “We’ve
definitely brought more of a colourful and
vibrant side to it. I think the last album ‘Nihilistic
Glamour Shots’, in terms of mental health, that
was our reaction to what we’d kind of been
through as a band, and that was the way we
could sort of get things off our chest. So i think
now that we’ve kind of reflected and grown up,
I’ve got a family now, that gives me more of an
opportunity to show a happier side to music.
I think that was a very dark dark album so it’s
good to return back to form and have more of
a vibrant side, and being able to shout about
silly politics”.
“We always said when we were gonna record
an album we’d always called it a time capsule,
we wanted it to reflect exactly the time period
so we could listen to the albums and put
ourselves back into the state of mind that we
were in at the time. We’ve done that so far,
so we’re quite proud of the back catalogue”.
After the release of an album, the next obvious
move is to take it on tour and be able to see
firsthand the reactions and the energy from
the fans. But, due to the current climate, it’s

not possible and by the time opportunities for touring
come about, fans will be wanting new music. “It’s kind
of weird because obviously we’re already working on
the new album, so I feel like by the time we’re actually
gonna be hitting the road to show people what this
album sounds like live, we’re already gonna be ready
to release a new one. We always said that we wanted
to be as productive as possible. We always claim that
if Mark E Smith can release an album a year for 40
years, then what’s stopping us from doing
it for at least 10 or 20!”
COVID-19 has killed
off a lot of small
businesses but
none have been
more effected
than some of our
favourite grassroot
independent music
venues. For bands
such as Cabbage,
the closure of these
venues can have
a massive impact.
“The news that
Gorilla and Deaf
Institute announced
that they were
closing really hurt.
Some of our best
gigs have been at
these venues, so
to hear that things
like covid has the
possibility to close them down, anybody that’s into
live music knows how important and how special
independent music venues are. They are the
absolute lifeblood of culture and society.”
Festivals have also been significantly impacted by the
coronavirus, with all major outings being cancelled.
Thousands of people in the country are dying to get
back to a muddy field including the Cabbage boys
who have been reminicing. “The experience to play
an actual festival would’ve been nice. I can’t wait to
see what festival line ups are gonna be like next year,
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it’s gonna be every tom, dick and harry that are gonna city quite well to everybody else. Joe’s from
Lancashire, so he’s an absolute Corrie fanatic.
want to perform.”
“Anyone who’s from round here, you
just see Corrie, as like, well it’s weird you
wanna say it’s from just like round the corner
from your house, but it’s so dramatised. The
humour and the comedy could well be from
the town that I live in, the things people say.
The writers are really good and really clever
at capturing Manchester humour and sort of
the way Manchurians want to live their life in
one way or another. I can’t say i’m not proud
But the shut down of Coronation Street being a Manchester
of the live circuit stalwart.”
doesn’t mean
time away from Its clear Cabbage have been able to stay
the practice room. creative and productive over lockdown, but
Cabbage have for many its been a challenging period. The
been touring since boys, however, have chosen to focus on the
2015 and have unexpected positives.
been keeping their
rehearsal schedule “I suppose at first it was the novelty
tight in preparation of having down time, so me and my family
for that first gig we completely enjoyed the time we had
back. “We’ve been to ourselves. It was almost like you’re so
rehearsing quite isolated from the world you just get to enjoy
recently. The last eachothers company. So the massive novelty
rehearsal that we of that was beautiful almost.”
had, we just kind of
focused on what we “I love what’s happening with the male side
call ‘the classics’, of mental health at the minute because
they’re not quite the worst thing for a man to do is pretend
classics, but they’re like everything is ok. Someone who’s been
classics to us massively helpful, before I started getting
anyway, we focused into it a little bit more, is a poet called Leon
The Pig Farmer.” The ‘Manchester dwelling
Yorkshireman Beat Poet with a little more than
on all the old songs, and I think that kind of put a bit of a lot to say’, who writes poems surrounding
a downer feeling over everything. I think that was the male mental health. “He’s been that helpful
thing that probably affected me most just not being that we dedicated a song to him. He read me
able to experience that release you get while you’re this poem and I was so taken aback, I just had
playing live.” to write a song dedicated to him.”

“I don’t know if you’ve ever been to Beat-Herder.
It’s a festival in Lancashire and it’s just one for an
experience, may I say. You get the old school hippies
who’ve been on acid for 40 years, you get the chavs
in the dance tent, and then you get some crazy rock
n roll stuff going on all over the place. But we ended
up playing at like two in the morning on this on this
crazy castle stage, and that was a massive festival
highlight, Check it out Beat-Herder.”

A question we had saved to break up the interview
slightly, was to dive into the love between Cabbage
and Coronation Street. We wanted to get down to
the bottom of the ‘mild’ obsession ourselves. “Being
Mancunians in one way or another, we kind of see
Corrie as just like, that thing that represents our

Their second album ‘Nihilistic Glamour
Shots’ is incredibly reflective of a time in
their lives mentally, and how they had all had
experiences one way or another with mental
hardship.
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“We went through dark times as a band, so we
used our platform to express exactly how we
felt. I think that the band has always kind of had
a little bit of an injustice feeling. We’ve always
lived in a time that’s completely controlled by
the Conservative government, and I don’t feel
like there has been anything more unjust than
the Conservative politicians telling working
class northerners how to live their lives. I think
with that album, the experiences we had, and
the injustices we felt were put onto us, we just
went full throttle. I guess you could say that’s the
reason for that dark undertone.”
Being able to normalise mental health issues
and talking openly is something that Cabbage
feel strongly about. “It secretly affects males all
across the board. It doesn’t matter what you’re
into, what your passions or goals are. I think if
every culture of society had a spokesperson
that could influence males to possibly not feel
trapped, then maybe that would have a positive
influence.”

still not done it. I think archery might help in
someway because that seems like a way you
can release some energy by firing some arrows
into a board.”
Music also has a huge impact on Lee’s
mental health, and not only is listening to
music important , but being able to share his
passion for music with others. “When you find
a particular song, you could’ve listened to this
song 30/40/50/60 times, but you know them
moments when you truly hear a song and it
clicks with you, and you get that serotonin rush,
nothing is better than that. That shows you what
a powerful thing arts really can be. For example,
I’ve heard the song Country Girl by Primal
Scream about 200 times, and only the other
day while I was in my car, I truly heard it and it
gave me that rush. The best thing about music is
sharing it with people, making playlists together,
couples making playlists together, there’s
nothing better than that. You can bond on such
a huge level with music. I suppose the reason
why I play it, I’ve always referred to it as cathartic,
the release you get from music or performing
music, nothing can beat that. You can walk onto
a stage carrying a load of burdens, and a load of
thoughts in your head, and the second you walk
off that stage you almost forget, like you’ve been
baptised or reborn, so that’s the reason more
than anything why I play music”.

Communication is a huge element in the
normalisation of mental health, and listening
to others openly without judgement. Social
media has played both a positive, but also very
negative role in the mental health movement.
Creating Space for that communication while
also increasing feelings of isolation and anxiety.
“I think the way social media and technology has
gone, communication has hit a bit of a low point Cabbage’s new album ‘Amanita Pantherina’ is
in society, particularly in a way that we agree available to buy and stream now.
and disagree with each other on issues. Maybe
it’s time for people to start being a little bit kinder Words: Eloise Adger
to themselves, and start trying to figure out a
way we can make communication a key point of
how we deal with culture and society today, and
hopefully we can break down
barriers.”
Self-care is an important strategy to maintain a
good mental state. With Cabbage being on the
road for long periods of time, Lee shared with
us what he does during his down time. “I wanna
say archery, but I don’t really do it. I’ve had this
obsession with archery for a while and I’ve

HEAD ABOVE THE CLOUDS
PODCAST
LISTEN NOW
WWW.HEADABOVETHECLOUDS.CO.UK

The day Joe Biden was officially called as President Elect of the United States, I joined my American
friends in their celebration. I drank to the return of democracy, the fall of corruption and the future of
mental health care for millions of patients.
From an outsider’s perspective it is baffling how the Americans haven’t

Even before the coronavirus, Americas mental health infrastructure and

embraced socialised health care in the same way the majority of the

addiction services were oversubscribed and underfunded, the pandemic

Western World has. For a country that claims to be greatest in the world

will undoubtedly be the straw that breaks the camel’s back. In 2018 20%

the fact they still allow people to die for simply being ‘too poor’ is surely

of American adults dealt with a mental illness ranging from mild anxiety

proof to the contrary. But nope, not to them. They force feed the rest of

disorders to Bipolar and Schizophrenia, that’s 43 million people and over

us the idea of their exceptionalism while every day 41 people die from

half of them never seek help. Since 2010 teen depression rates have

overdoses and 20 Veterans succumb to suicide having been denied any

jumped by 50% and overall suicide is up 20%. President Obama, Trump

access to Mental Health and Addiction support. The only thing free in the

and Congresses failure to bring Health Insurance providers into line over

Land of the Free is death.

the past decade has led to a crisis on the brink of full-blown catastrophe.

Biden being sworn in on January 20th will be greeted with a sigh of relief,

The charities that provide care for those without insurance are all in

not just from Democrats and liberal democracies everywhere but for the

danger of closure without a serious influx of tens of billions of dollars,

millions who have suffered since the start of the pandemic due to the

and those with insurance continuously struggle to access care due to

Trump administrations lacklustre attempts at a response.

crooked insurance companies putting wealth above well-being.

The United States currently leads the world in coronavirus statistics with

Insurance companies being the bad guy in this situation isn’t shocking,

over 12 million confirmed cases and 254,00 dead (as of November 20th)

even to a Brit, it’s like saying “Hey have you heard about R Kelly?” We all

not to mention the 17 million who have lost their jobs and health insurance

know he’s a wrongun, yet millions of people still listen to his music.

due to lockdowns and economic recession. For context that’s the total
combined populations of Greater London, Kent and Essex seriously ill, all

These major insurance companies regularly break federal law when

of Brighton dead and the entire North of England and Wales unemployed.

granting access to mental health services. The 2008 Mental Health
Parity and Addiction Equity Act forced insurance companies to treat

We can all relate to how lockdowns, social distancing and employment

mental illness and addiction the same as every other physical illness, it

uncertainty has affected our mental health here in the UK. But people in

prevents them from charging customers higher co-pays for treatment or

the states have also had to deal with the increasing civil unrest following

setting a lower limit on mental health appointments than physical ones.

the heinous murder of George Floyd and the Presidential Election with

And while there is no evidence of them breaking these laws, they’re

the panic attacks one can only assume occurs when you see the current

sneaky buggers you see, they do break the non-quantitative limits.

President who had COVID throw hats and t-shirts into an unmasked
crowd of tens of thousands of people. Reports have shown that in the

See if you want to see a therapist in the United States and don’t want to

last 6 months there has been an increase in sales of alcohol, people

pay hundreds of dollars an hour out of pocket, you call your insurance

admitting to having suicidal thoughts and calls into emergency crisis

provider who has to give you a list of qualified therapists that they

hotlines.

authorise and cover. These lists however are not all what they seem.

“Suicide is the 10th

The Former Vice President has committed to protecting and building on
the Affordable Care Act, commonly known as Obamacare, that Trump

leading cause of death

and his cronies have been dismantling for the last four years. The ACA

in the US and the

by their insurers as conditions like Anxiety, Depression and Bipolar are

second leading cause

protects people with already diagnosed mental illnesses being dropped
classed a pre-existing conditions that can justify insurers denying you
coverage.
His plans will ensure coverage expansion for millions of Americans

of death for American

and give added protections to prevent mental health services being

youth. Every day,

mental health providers, Biden has pledged investments in the training

20 Veterans die by
suicide.”

privatized at the State level. In attempts to ensure easier access to
and hiring of more mental health clinicians, substance abuse disorder
counsellors and peer support counsellors in under serviced areas as
well as increasing training for mental health care for teachers and social
workers so young people can access real help in their school and will be
less likely to fall through the cracks.
For those people with insurance, he has stated his commitment to

One group of researchers called 360 Psychiatrists on one insurance
companies list and were only able to make appointments with 93 of them,
of the remaining 276 some of those doctors weren’t taking patients,
weren’t actively practicing any more, were dead or in one case were a
McDonalds. Which is taking the concept of the “Happy Meal’ waaaaaay
too literally if you ask me.

bring to heel those insurance companies who have blatantly breached
federal parity laws, prioritising enforcing those laws and investigating
insurance companies with a history of irregularities. His administration is
also expected to set clear federal standards raising the bar for the bare
minimum of coverage to include rehabilitative services and other forms
of behavioural health care ending the disparity across State level in what
they define as ‘essential’ mental health treatments.

Then there is the issue of feasible access. You’ve done the hard part
and made your way through that ridiculous list only to find not a single
one of those doctors is located anywhere near you. 51% of counties in
America don’t have a single physiatrist licenced to practice there and
an overwhelming number of patients are regularly having to cross state
lines to make their appointment. In one 400-mile radius there was only
one doctor serving 1800 patients. Again, for context that’s like driving
from London to Edinburgh then standing in line behind a sold-out

His plan is also exceptional in its recognition of the unique mental
health needs of different communities proposing expanding and
strengthening veterans’ mental health programs both within and outside
the Veterans Health Administration, strengthening programs aimed at
reducing suicide among LGBTQ teenagers and expanding access to
care for mental health and substance use disorders during and after
incarceration.

Roundhouse!
It’s not the Medicare for All that AOC and Bernie Sanders are pushing for,
But then you get the care and medication you need right? WRONG.
Just because your doctor says you need treatment, and your insurance
company does cover it doesn’t mean they will pay out for it. 90% of
recommended mental health treatments are denied by insurers claiming
they aren’t medically necessary because a private doctor they have on
their pay roll, who has never seen or met you deems it so. They get away
with this because they claim mental health is ‘subjective’ and no one

but it is certainly a step in the right direction, one that will make socialised
health care a real possibility for the country. And if it can be done it will
certainly make it easier for millions of Americans to get the vital care
and support, they need. And if you take anything away from this, I hope
it’s an increased love for our NHS and a passion to protect it by any
means necessary, while its not perfect its undoubtedly better than the
alternative.

doctor can completely understand a patient’s mental needs. This policy
has led to countless teenagers being denied care after suicide attempts
because they haven’t attempted to kill themselves enough times.
This is why Biden’s win is being greeted with such enthusiasm among
mental health charities. Previous governments have not worked hard
enough to stamp down on this blatant law breaking.

Words: Jade Poultney
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THE
WOMBATS
Lead singer of The Wombats, Matthew Murphy, joined

Love Fame Tragedy. “There were two songs that could

us from his home in LA where we discussed all things The

have arguably been on the 4th Wombat’s album, then I just

Wombats, Love Fame Tragedy, industry hardships and his

wanted to put them up online and I just started writing a lot

own experience of mental illness. The UK is currently in its

and all these great songs came out. I thought, well, I could

second lockdown of the year, but we spoke to Matt from

do something different. Working with other artist was not

LA where he lives with his wife and daughter, and where

something we did in The Wombats and I figured I’ve made

they’ve had a much different experience with the pandemic.

all these friends now in cool bands, let’s get some people in

“It’s pretty much been locked down since March/April in

the studio together and see what happens. I guess I toyed

California. There’s been no indoor dining, no indoor bars or

with the idea of doing something on my own and it felt like

anything. Shops are at like 25% capacity; it’s pretty much

after the fourth album was probably the right time to launch

been locked down the whole time. Different cities and

it. I’m really happy with how it’s gone, even though it was a

counties in California have a rough tier system similar to the

pretty scary process. I think it made coming back into The

ones in England, and LA has just been like tier 3 for months

Wombats world more exciting as well I think it’s good to spin

now.”

a few plates sometimes.” Some of these amazing people he
got to work with being Dan Smith from Bastille an up-and-

We couldn’t not discuss the burning topic of the US election

coming artist Maddie Gene Waterhouse. “It’s something I’ve

as we spoke to Murph only days after Joe Biden was

always wanted to do but it just never happened. So, starting

officially announced at President-Elect of the United States.

my own thing to do that was definitely the right move”

While over here we were only able to experience what we
saw through the news or social media posts Murph had a

These new collaborative ventures have overlapped into

front-row seat to the celebrations in the streets of California.

The Wombats newest material as they recently featured on

“There were parties in the Democratic cities, in New York

Peking Duk’s new single ‘Nothing to Love About Love’. “I have

and LA. I think the majority of people are really happy to

written songs with other artists before and then one day I just

see the back of Donald Trump, regardless of whether you

looked in my diary and saw that I was writing with Peking Duk.

agreed with his policies or not. I think he was probably a

I never thought it was going to be me singing the song, or

divisive figure and just exhausting, and not good for the

that it was going to be a Wombats feature or anything. I just

general mindset of the United States. But I’m quite lucky

kind of wrote the song with them then before I knew it, it was

in that I have a lot of friends on both sides of the aisle. And

featuring The Wombats, and they wanted me to sing on it, so

it seems to me that the biggest issue is trying to facilitate a

I don’t know how that came about. I think I was kind of slightly

decent conversation between them, because it’s not true

entrapped by Peking Duk in some funny way.”

that all Democrats are communists nor is it true that all
Trump supporters are racist and idiots. There is definitely a

Going out on his own also allowed Murph to be a lot more

lot of work to be done.”

open and grittier about his experiences with mental health.
The song ‘5150’ on his debut album was inspired by The

In 2018, Murph announced that he had written 20 tracks

California law code for the temporary, involuntary psychiatric

for a new EP called “I Don’t Want to Play the Victim, But I’m

commitment of individuals into mental institutions. “I guess I

Really Good at It”. Later, in June 2019, he revealed it would

learned about this code 5150. It’s when someone’s a danger

be released as part of a solo project going by the name

to themselves or others and possibly needs to be sectioned

Photography: Phil Smithies

in one way or another, and I kind of related to it. Then I made up this

Mental illness wasn’t something The Wombats completely

crazy story about a guy driving to Phoenix to go on a bender. So, it

ignored, their song ‘Anti-D’ from their second album ‘…This

is that code that inspired the song and I definitely see aspects of

Modern Glitch’ very openly tackled the topic, retelling a time

myself in the character I made up for it” When I asked him about

when he attempted to come off his medication. “I was in Spain

how he felt he related to this character he describes to me his

with my girlfriend at the time, I was on citalopram and I decided to

decades long battle with mental illness. “I’ve had Depression and

stop taking it, and I just felt awful. I tapered down everything, but I

Anxiety since I was about 16. I’ve had three sizable episodes that

just felt really weird, and that’s where the song came from, it was

have required treatment. Yeah, it’s f*****g mad isn’t it? But I’ve got

a love song to that drug really.” But it’s the progress society has

a lot better and I’ve learned how to deal with it. I do therapy and

made in the years since around the issues of mental illness and

I take fluoxetine, although not as much as my dog. My dog is on

wellness that made Murph feel more comfortable to delve more

three times more fluoxetine than I am. She’s on loads of the stuff,

deeply into the matter in his solo project, as well as his desire to

her breakfast looks crazy.”

contribute to the creation of a world more accepting and loving for
his daughters to grow up in.

“I’ve just learnt different ways of dealing with it and learnt to accept
it. I’m almost at a point where it’s not disruptive, and when it’s not

“I do think the stigma is changing, due to the work of people like

disruptive I can use it to my advantage in some ways. In terms

yourself, and it is so much easier to talk about. I can see how over l

of things that have really helped me, aside from getting a great

the last 10 years people have become more vulnerable, and more

therapist, it’s exercise and really being a witness to my thoughts,

open to talking about things like this. I think that’s amazing. Simple

and not being completely attached to every single thought I have

things like kids’ TV shows are already teaching them about how to

and knowing when something is worthwhile listening to and

breathe properly and when you get stressed out, breathe in for 10

when it just needs to be let go of. I think it took me a long time to

seconds and blow out for 20, which is something that never even

exercise the free will over my thoughts. I was deeply connected

entered the mind in Liverpool. It was like ‘oh you feel sad, have a

to them and thought that they represented some kind of truth, but

pint of bitter and pipe down’”.

the older and wiser you get, you learn to think of the brain and the
mind as a muscle something that kind of spasms when it is telling

“Something that’s really good I’d say is to meditate. Not everyone

you you need something else”

has to do Kundalini Yoga at school, but just having an awareness

of being in your body and knowing how to breathe, that is really

feel better for at the end. If I took 10 of my friends in the UK, at least

helpful. I’d like my daughter to be involved in that. I don’t want

half of them would shut down the conversation, it wouldn’t go any

religion to be taught in school either, I think that’s something I’d

further than that. And I think that’s how we’ve been raised in the

like her to find by herself. I wish I had that opportunity. I think that

UK.”

may have been the start of where the cheese slid off the cracker
for me a little bit. As I started to realise that maybe everything I

Growing up just outside of Liverpool my first dive into the local

was being told, not just about religion, wasn’t true and it took me a

music scene was through The Wombats, and with them recently

while to learn to question things. Where if I was taught to question

sharing some old videos from their first HMV store performance

everything from the word go then I would have been better at it

online I couldn’t miss the opportunity to reminisce about those

and stronger.”

early days. “My first thought was what the hell is going on with my
hair, I look like some skinny Krusty the Clown. But it’s great looking

Having lived in both the UK and America Murph has been able to

back at them and just seeing how we were all really young, and

see some key differences between the countries and its residents

just fizzing with energy and determination. Sometimes it’s nice,

approaches and attitudes towards mental health and perhaps

looking back at those things, but I definitely did not post it. That

somethings that we can learn from our friends across the pond.

was someone on the social media team.”

“People definitely go to the doctors a lot more often here it’s more
preventative, when in the UK it’s only when actually when s**t goes

The story of The Wombats rise from the streets of Woolton to

down then you go and see the doctor. Maybe there’s more of an

the main stage at Reading and Leeds is well told but having been

aspect of preventative medicine and preventative approaches to

gigging for nearly 20 years I wanted to hear the tale straight

things that we don’t have. But there is also a dramatic difference

from the horse’s mouth and maybe get some pearls of wisdom

between the outlook of an average American and the outlook

that only being in the industry that long can present to you. “I did

of an average Brit. I have found that people are more open, and

a music degree at LIPA (Liverpool Institute of Performing Arts)

maybe more willing to tackle the problems head-on here, and

and they had studios there, so that’s where we booked out for

that’s a huge generalisation, but let’s put it this way. If we grab 10

the recording. The only time slots we could get were between

of my friends from LA and I talked about mental health to them in

midnight and 6:00 AM sometimes, so we would just go in and try

8 out of 10 It would be an easy conversation and we would both

to hammer out as much as we could. We used the tour around
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in Dan’s grandma’s tiny little van, and just squeeze so much gear

came in and did something that made it huge, it’s just been writing

into it and travel like bastards up and down the country all for free

songs, touring, writing songs, touring and just keeping on that path

it was really crazy. We once played Dublin Castle to about 20

really”

people. The only reason we did the gig was because someone
at Sony BMG had sent our manager an email saying he was

“I think 2019, Glastonbury and Reading were big for us, and it was

going to be there, he was probably like a 19-year-old A&R scout,

one of those moments where all three of us were like, wow, the

but we were endlessly hopeful and just thought ‘this could be it’.

hard work is beginning to pay off.” And like most bands, the grind

We went down and played a horrendous gig to him, and then got

wasn’t all glamour and success “With the fourth album, and a lot

hammered afterwards. I think we drove to Newcastle or Glasgow

of stuff that happened after the third album behind the scenes

the following morning for another gig, it was like a 7-hour drive. But

with labels, there was a sense of abandonment at one point and

we just had so much energy and so much drive that was how we

we had to regroup, refocus, and get it done. I feel like we did that,

got through it.

so that was one of my proudest moments. On the back of the
success of that, I felt comfortable doing the solo project, doing

“I think the first proper big studio we recorded in was down in

Love Fame Tragedy. Whenever the hardest things happen, when

London in Rak studios, we did our second album in LA, and then

life feels the hardest, the most difficult, that’s usually an indication

the third in both LA and London. The guy who produced the last

that great things are going to be around the corner. Even though I

three albums is Mark Crew who is based in London. But we will go

don’t necessarily think like that, but when I look back in the past,

anywhere, I think that we would record on the top of Kilimanjaro if

it’s all the best moments of my life that have happened from things

there was a studio there.” For a band who’s been in the game for

rubbing together.”

so long maintaining a significant level of success, they are a huge
inspiration for countless other indie outfits around the North West

The promise of a more fruitful 2021 is still looming in the air

looking for that big break. So, I asked Murph where he felt The

and Murph briefly detailed some of his plans for the new

Wombats got theirs “I don’t think we had a quantifying defining

year. “We’ve got lots of great songs ready to go, it’s just a

moment, it was just a constant hustle throughout our career. To

question of pulling the trigger on that. I’m definitely going to

end up playing big slots at Glastonbury, Reading and Leeds, and

be in The Wombats world for quite a while and then dealing

Coachella it’s hard to quantify that really. It doesn’t feel like we ever

with having two daughters, that’s what I’m going to focus

got the big break or whatever. It’s just been a constant slow grind

on. I’m going to focus on those two things for the moment.”

where things just kept getting better for us really. There’s never
been one moment that defined our career, or one person who

Words Jade Poultney

mind.org.uk/together

Reach out today
We’re a registered
charity no. 219830.

If you’re struggling with your mental health in
this pandemic, know this - we are here for you.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
MASTER PEACE
Although he’s been knocking about since 2018, we’ve really gotten into Master Peace this year following a string of impossibly catchy genre fluid releases. From
calling up JME to feature on his first major drop ‘Night Time’, lending his vocals to a remix of SG Lewis’ neo-funk-adelic ‘Chemicals’, to teaming up with hyperpop
masters MISOGI and No Rome on ‘Heart Chained’ the South London based artists already has an enviable list of collbas under his belt.

His debut EP ‘Love Bites’ is laden with summery indie melodies and infectious poppy hooks reminiscent of the undeniable kings of vibey bops Easy Life, The
Magic Gang and Alfie Templeman. Combining his obvious talent for freestyle rap with his first musical love of indie rock, Master Peace proves his unconventional
creative choices were not a gimmick but a revolution. One that will catapult him onto festival states around the country ... when we can all get there again.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
ISAAC WADDINGTON
With his recent effortlessly breezy single ‘Other Way” paving way for his latest EP ‘Dirty Mile’, Isaac Waddington set the tone right for
an afternoon of ease. But the tracks calm entity still demands attention to its catchy riffs and harmonies. Having spent the majority of
his younger years training classically as part of Chichester Cathedral Choir and later winning ‘BBC’s Young Chorister of the Year’ you
can see where his roots have formed and how they’ve continued to mature and deepen.
Having a burgeoning live reputation and having performed for the likes of Sofar Sounds, as well as selling out venues like London’s
Servant Jazz Quarters we can expect to see big things from Isaac in 2021.

THE
OTHER
BRONTE
SISTER
When planning the second issue we had no idea it

myself feel better right now?” If the answer to this

would be another Head Above The Clouds lockdown

question is ‘nothing’, then I have identified that it is a

extravaganza. With the dark skies looming early

hypothetical worry and I reassure myself that it is ok

doors, those notably brisk days, and the anxiousness

and use a distraction technique. I’ve found the most

inundating the world presently I want to provide you a

immeasurable diversion is the power of music, I get

space to be mindful and be present in the now. I wish

transported into another atmosphere and simply can

to share with you an alternative method of reasoning

breathe. I’d also recommended creating a worry diary

I acquired during cognitive behavioral therapy. I

and give yourself designated ‘worry time’. There is an

discovered it was simplistic, remedial, healthy, and now

abundance of sources online if this is something you

something I utilise daily.

would be interested in.

We all encounter anxieties and uneasiness every

So, remember to ask yourself:

single day, particularly in the current climate. When

“Is there anything I can do about this worry right now?”

dealing with anxiety the worries can seem constant
and almost irrational, but nevertheless having negative

Let’s rewind back to distraction techniques. I have

effects on the mind, body, and everyday life. One tactic I

been reaching out to you beautiful souls through social

picked up, which has had amazing long-lasting effects,

media and I would like to use this space to thank you

was differentiating those worries from a ‘Hypothetical

all for the marvelous feedback and engagement with

Worry’ to a ‘Practical Worry’.

my posts. As promised in the prior issue, I said it would
be a ‘little piece of all of us’. I had heaps of messages

‘Hypothetical worries’ were something I personally

with your song requests that make you extremely

had repeatedly and frequently. I ordinarily kept them

happy, sentimental, and lift your spirits. Please check

to myself because they appeared embarrassing and

out our Spotify playlists and see if you can locate your

bizarre at moments. These are also defined as ‘what

requested track in there. You all went the extra mile

if’ situations that play out in your mind. Usually, they

and even explained why you listen to music and how

concern the future or something you have zero control

it makes you feel. I was blown away by everyone’s

over. ‘Practical worries’ tend to be something you can

contribution. So, instead of going on about how

control or reduce the sensation of uneasiness around

fabulous you all are, I created an image with all of your

them.

delightful expressions on the next page.

As for me, distinguishing these worries (not to

As always, I want this page to be inclusive and for all of

appear like a drama queen) still remains truly life-

us. If there is anything you would like me to explore or

changing! Now when the worries accumulate or

something you would like to see or read, then slide into

even a notion of anxiety kicks in, I sit and have a little

my HATC inbox: bronte@headabovetheclouds.co.uk

talk with myself, and ask... “What can I do to make
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We want to hear from you.
Contact
contact@headabovetheclouds.co.uk

HAYLEY H

HASSELHOFF
Head Above
The Clouds talk
body confidence,
changes in high
fashion and
embracing better
mental wellbeing.
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I meet with Hayley over zoom in my sweat pants from the

losing weight’ and it’s like no, fitness means getting in tune and

comfort of my lounge. With COVID I have found myself slipping

connected with your body, including your mental health and

into my sweats more often than I’d like to admit, but i’ve still been

your mental wellbeing.”

doing my make up even though the furthest I’m going is from
my bedroom to the kitchen. I genuinely long for an occasion to

“No matter who you are in this industry, you still do get affected

look fabulous and spend longer that 5 minutes on myself In the

every single day by concerns or worries that people project

mirror. Meeting with Hayley (albeit online) was a breathe of fresh

onto you.

air. As she entered the chat room Hayley looked as glamourous
as ever, fabulously dressed, not a hair out of place.

We’ve been trained and manipulated when we were teenagers
to have a negative relationship with food. I felt that as a teenager.

As we talk, Hayley explains how for the past 8 years she’s lived

But I think over time, you start to realise, “no, who am I doing this

out of suitcases with a longing to find a stable home. With the

for?” You need to live for you and find what works for you and

pandemic, she has found a real sense of desire to settle down

your regime. Health is always the number one”.

and nest.
After weeks of loosing my style mojo over the pandemic, I
“We are moving here currently, so it’s been a bit of a bit of a

feel a spark reigniting speaking with Hayley about the power

journey. I was supposed to move a lot sooner but then COVID

of fashion. I’m certainly not alone in saying staying home has

hit. It’s my first time actually moving this much stuff as well, all

resulted in loosing confidence in myself when it comes to

the way back, like cross country”. Having travelled between,

my body and fashion. As much as it can be a faff, I find there

LA, New York and the UK so frequently with her work life it’s no

is nothing more liberating than dressing to the nines with my

surprise she found herself contemplating roots and where she

friends on a night out. Even on some of my worst days, it can

would truly like to call home. Lockdow has brought her jet setter
life back down to earth.
“It (COVID) kind of just put things, into perspective. I’ve decided
that LA is probably where I want to start building my home.
I’ve been living out of suitcases, consistently and I was fine
with it because I found that home really comes from me being
connected to my being. I felt like home was wherever I was. But
during the pandemic, you start to realise, where do you really
want to be? Where do you want to grow, and what does home
really mean to you? So, yes, being settled is so important. I think
so many people are realising that from this period of time more
than ever, So I’m really looking forward to be settled in LA.
Over the past 10 years, Hayley has become a leading figure in
the body confidence movement, relentlessly campaigning on
the page and the screen including appearing on Good Morning
Britain to launch Marie Claire’s Well Being Division.
“Size doesn’t define your health. But because of society, it
makes you sort of feel they are different things. What I was
trying to project when I was GMB is that 1.7 million girls in the UK
struggle with an eating disorder. The language we use needs
to be treated with kindness and care and needs to be more
open and inclusive to all shapes and all body types as well as
letting people remember that fitness is a great pitch to be able
to help your mental health it’s not always about losing weight.
Our society it’s so heavily tied into the myth that ‘fitness means

Photography:

legging and they’ll stand up straighter and the walk differently
without even realising they’re doing it.”
Recently, we’ve began to see a real change when it comes
to high fashion becoming more diverse. Septemeber’s SS21
catwalks featured plus sized models walking in major fashion
house’s shows for the very first time. Something Hayley
thinks will dramatically improve the self confidence of female
consumers.
“I think it’s amazing. It’s been a slow and steady ride to get to
where we are, but I would say the last you know, couple seasons
have been really substantial. You’ve got Tommy Hilfiger, Michael
Kors, Versace and Fendi coming out this season. It’s amazing
to see that people are listening and wanting to be a part of the
change.”
“I think sometimes people discuss; is it just ticking off a box? Is
it going to happen again next season? Is it just something that
they feel like they’re jumping on the bandwagon of? I truly hope
that that isn’t the case. What we’ve seen with Tommy, Michael,
and Christian is that that hasn’t been the case. Every season,
there are more plus size models to their runway shows, and
they understand that availability needs to be there. I used to go
into Chloe and I would buy things and I would cut it off. I would be
give me the edge over breaking down when I feel at my sexiest

able to figure out a way that I could still wear it while it would fit

and powerful. Over the years Hayley has tried to teach other

my size. So I think it’s amazing that finally they’re understanding

women that what you wear can dramatically change how you

that there is this whole other sea of women out there that are

feel.

looking to purchase from them. It’s so silly, why they wouldn’t
open up their sizes and understand that they, their customers,

“Styling on This Morning was always such a blessing, because

the people who look up to them, want to be able to wear their

we would do a lot of makeovers. I would work with women

clothes. And when you shut off a certain size range, you’re

from all ages and sizes. It was amazing for me to have that

basically saying that that person is not worthy of that collection.”

opportunity to work with such a diverse group of women and
being able to capitalise on their own personalities and how that

“We did two collections and they were sold exclusively at

can come to life. But most importantly, how fashion can really

Nordstrom. And when I designed them it was all about finding

build confidence for somebody.”

tailored pieces that were of luxury. The High Street has opened
up their size ranges which is gorgeous, but they still make women

“I mean, I’ve seen it and I know that for me, I’ve always said the

of that size, feel excluded when they go into the store. Ultimately

reason why I’ve always felt comfortable in my figure is because

it’s about not making your customer feel discriminated against

of the outfit I’ve got on. That’s what has made me feel so good.

because of their size. Fashion is something that’s inclusive for

It’s something I found out about at a very young age, which I’m

all and we should be designing for all”.

so blessed for.”
As someone who has struggled with an eating disorder and
“I want to give that back to other people, to be able to understand

watched so many people I know and love struggling with their

that fashion can really be your best friend. It can be your clutch

attitude to weight and food, I’ve seen how mental health and

on those bad body days. I’ve seen it when I’ve dressed different

body confidence go hand in hand something Hayley herself is

women. Many have come to me and said ‘I’m really insecure

no stranger to.

about this part of my body’ and I’ll put them like in a pleather
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“I’ve dealt with anxiety since I was a kid. I’ve tried to find ways to
really walk alongside of it but a lot of my anxieties are actually
body anxiety. Anxiety looks different for every single person, I
always want people to be able to remember that when they talk
about anxiety, because it’s not like it has one poster face or one
poster feeling. I think it’s different for each person. And for me,
it’s always been in my body, which is why I think that the three M’s
are so important to always live by, which is movement, mental
engagement, and mindfulness. And I really do live my every day
with that, and making sure that I always try and get either, if I don’t
get some sort of movement into my body, when it comes to like
a workout, I’ll definitely try and stretch it out of my body in the
morning.”
“I started a couple of different things within the mental health
space, one of them being to redefine your conversation for well
being, which was an IGTV series I did with about 40 of my friends
in the industry to talk about their ownership of selves and their
mental health journey. We all have bad days. Many people are
dealing with it for the first time, they don’t understand maybe why
their chest is feeling tight, or their head is running a mile a minute,
and it’s giving it back and saying, It’s okay to feel the feelings that
you’re feeling.”
“Within my own personal journey with anxiety I know that I’m the
only person that can truly help myself get through that. And it’s
living without judgement, right? So it’s allowing myself to feel those
feelings and not judge myself. And then validate those feelings,
acknowledge them, feel them process and move on. Sometimes
I get that day off between my flights, and I would crash and I would
have to just sleep all day. And I would say to myself, don’t feel guilty
about having a day of rest. You have to not live with judgement right
now because this is what your body is saying that you need to be
able to get back to those good days.”
“I think we all have a duty now to be able to speak up and speak
out about things that we’re passionate about. And I think mental
health is one of the biggest leading causes within that, but I know
that I will be adaptable to change, and for that I am so grateful for.
It’s been a beautiful journey for me being part of Mary Claire UK.
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BOOKS YOU WON’T
WANT TO PUT DOWN.
With most of us having more time to ourselves in lockdown, we’ve been reading more than ever,
whether it be bedtime reads or a cheeky scan inbetween zoom meetings, books are in and
technology is being put down. We’ve picked 7 books we’ve lusted over this year, that you won’t
want to put down.

1. I Am Not Your Baby Mother- Candice Brathwaite

4. Reasons To Stay Alive - Matt Haig

After finding little personal resembelence to motherhood in a glossy magazines
and wondering “Where are all the black mothers?” Brathwaite took to blogging
exploring motherhood and how The UK unrepresents mothers on a whole.

A memoir based on the experiences of living with major depressive disorder
and anxiety disorder. After seeing no way out at the age of 24, Haig shares
how time truly is a healer and how to cling onto life and the good to come.

2. Me and White Supremacy - Layla F Saad

5. The Thursday Murder Club - Richard Osman

An honest and direct look at white priviledge and how we can dismantle
societies norms whilst looking into racist behaviours.

A novel constructed with plots twists left right and centre, Osmans novel
investigates the demise of a property developer.

3. Face It - Debbie Harry

6. Boy Parts - Eliza Clark

An indepth look into the world renowned front woman of Blondie and her global
fame, sex symbol status and addiction. A portrait of a remarkable icon.

Clarks debut novel Boy Parts fearlessly exploring sexuality and gender roles
with black comedy woven throughout.

BLACK
HONEY
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“THE WEIRDEST THING ABOUT IT IS I’VE WRITTEN
A SONG ON THE RECORD CALLED DISINFECT,
AND IT LITERALLY PREDICTED THE ENTIRE
SITUATION.”
On a rather chilly Thursday lockdown evening

I got the opportunity to sit over Zoom with the
warm, vibrant and beautiful Izzy B Phillips from
the badass band Black Honey. We talked new
music, tour life, bus discos and so much more.
The four piece band announced their next
album ‘Written & Directed’ will be released
in January 2021, and we’re hopeful this will
be the soundtrack to a busy and prosperous
year for the band. We checked in with Izzy to
see how they have been getting on following
the announcement of their new album. “We’re
just stoked that we’ve got this amazing record
under our belt. We’ve started dropping all the
content from it, and I’m really proud of what
we’ve made. I feel maybe we needed this time
(lockdown) away from the tour to review and
reflect. I think a lot of people are like that. I’m
lucky because I’ve got a wicked family set up.
With a lot of people are dying right now, and I
think it’s quite a privileged position to be in”.

the upcoming album to their debut. “Our first
album felt trickier because we left it so long to
build up to that moment. And there was a big
expectation on what we were creating. Now I
think f*ck everyone, we’re just gonna do it how
we want to”.

As a Black Honey fan, I was hyped with all the
new social media content creating a buzz
surrounding the next album. It screamed
Tarentino aesthetic, and I was interested to
know if that was a visual influence for the band.
“100%. We didn’t know the album title when we
went in to make it. I’ve always been obsessed
with cinema. All of our videos, all my style
represents cinema, everything in my world is
a reflection on my obsession with cinema. We
went in with this framework of; where would
you see the song in a film? I hate doing album
titles, it’s quite a nerve racking thing where
I don’t feel attached to some.‘Written and
Directed’ by Black Honey feels so cliche that
it’s perfect. I just can’t believe no one’s made
The new album was not only finished and that as an album title so far.”
created pre-lockdown, there was also a
prediction into what life is now. “We finished the In the first easing of lockdown Signature Brew
album last February. I think if I’d been sat here celebrated DIY Magazines 100th issue with
now, and we hadn’t of finished it, I’d be going a socially distanced gig. “The gig was f*****g
insane. The weirdest thing about it is I’ve written amazing. This one we had no idea how it was
a song on the record called Disinfect, and it going to work. Everyone had benches and
literally predicted the entire situation. “Disinfect tables, and there was this beautiful sunset
the disaffected, we’re just a virus addicted to outside this brewery. And for me, It was like
the violence” . We felt it was insensitive at the wow we’re back doing what we love”.
time, as we were planning on putting it out just
as COVID first broke out Black Lives Matter I have had the pleasure of seeing Black Honey
happened. We felt it felt wrong. It is annoying, at my local music venue, Bedford Esquires
because everyone’s gonna be like, oh my God, (a sold out, beer filled gig seems a lifetime
you guys wrote a song about the pandemic”.
ago!) and Izzy told us why these Independent
Music Venues are so vital and important. “Do
I have been lucky enough to see Black Honey’s you ever get it when sometimes you have to
debut album live, and it’s an essential album disassociate because it’s so painful? The other
for me. I asked Izzy how she would compare day our manager sent us this article, and it was
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a list of every venue that’s under a level of threat
of closing, and it was every venue that we’ve
played for the last five years. These are places
that are home to bands for most of their career.
You wouldn’t have any stadium artists, without
places like Bedford Esquires”.
I asked Izzy about festival season and the
bands top festival moments, of which it was
lovely to reminisce about trudging those in
those festival fields.
“We loved all of the classics. You can’t not like
playing Glastonbury. I love playing festivals
in different countries where you get to see
the magic of a different city. There’s an
unbelievable festival called Rock Werchter. It’s

like the Glastonbury of Europe, it’s amazing.
The mainstage is one of the biggest mainstage
crowds like I’ve ever seen. We were on
the smallest stage and there was still like,
thousands and thousands, of people there. I
think we were watching Yungblud with Lewis
Capaldi, drunk at the side of the stage”.
With HATC being run by woman it’s important
to have female role models to speak out
about equal opportunities for women in the
music industry. “At present, there isn’t equal
opportunities. I don’t walk around going like,
wow, like, it’s so hard. I acknowledge I have
privilege, I am a southern, white, educated,
prettyish person, and that entails its own
privilege. I think it’s important to acknowledge
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“ I’d love to see people have
conversations that they are
having on the internet with
their loved ones in person,
on the phone, and face to
face”
the intersections and not just to be like,
‘waaa, I’m a woman, I’m hard done by.’ I think
it’s important to be like, ‘I am a woman with a
position that can help other people, and bring
marginalised people’s perspectives to the
forefront’. Things ain’t equal right now, but I’m
gonna f*****g kick those doors in where I can to
make it better for everybody”.
When it comes to mental health Izzy explains
“I remember thinking when I was a child going
through this that I was alone, and that I was
the only person in the world with it, because
nobody spoke about it. I’m in a place where
I can choose to address my mental health
issues in a controlled way. I think it’s important
to acknowledge that a lot of my mental
health problems stemmed from my learning
difficulties. I’ve got quite bad dyslexia, and I’ve
got ADHD as well but I’m not one for labels.
I think we should normalise that bad mental
health is normal. We should all just be a lot
kinder to each other, and stop undermining and
devaluing, and denying people the right to their
own sanity”.

extremely triggering, but it’s also very healing
to people, and I wouldn’t ever want to stop
them from doing it. But what I’d love to see
is people have conversations that they are
having on the internet with their loved ones
in person, on the phone, and face to face. It’s
almost easier to go on your Instagram and
say, oh, I’m struggling now, and you can frame
it in a way that still makes you look cool. What
I need is for someone just to be like, come on,
you need a fucking hug, a cup of hot chocolate,
and you need to talk to the people you love.
Conversation is like the most valid thing in all of
this”.
With 2020 feeling like a write off we asked Izzy
what she hopes is in store for 2021. “There’s
more music and videos that are going to drop.
We also have a live concept of sorts that’s in the
pipe line, including a behind the scenes film, so
there’s a lot to finish”. We can’t wait to hopefully
see the band back on stage performing their
new album next year.
‘Written and Directed’ is released 29th of
January 2021.

“If you want to talk about it, talk to your friends,
talk to your parents, talk to family. Sometimes Words: Bronte Evans
when I see people talking about their childhood
trauma or whatever on the internet it can be
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ALL
EYES
ON
YOU.

MUNROE BERGDORF
YungBlud

Social activist and model Munroe, known for passionately raising awareness and inclusivity for race, sexuality
and gender identity, has continued the fight for better awareness and improved rights throughout 2020 whilst
supporting key charities and campaigns such as #DrawALine. Munroe, talking about her own vulnerabilities and
personal transition has become a beacon of light and hope for many not only in the transgender community but
for all looking to living their life truly happy.
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PAUL MESCAL
2020 was the year Paul Mescal unapologetically burst onto our screens in the television adaptation of Sally
Rooney’s novel ‘Normal People’, and become our main squeeze and latest obsession. Having shone early on
in his career in theatre roles ‘Angela’s Ashes’ and ‘The Great Gatsby’, Mescal took the world by storm with his
portrayal of ‘Connell Waldron’ portraying the agony we all know when it comes to love. Mescal has also spent
ample time in 2020 raising funds and awareness for Pieta, an Irish suicide and self-harm crisis centre. It’s clear
we can expect even more from Mescal in 2021.

JOE COLE
Lizzo
‘Gangs Of London’ star Joe Cole has been leading the film industry over the past five years with notable roles in
‘A Prayer Before Dawn’ and ‘Peaky Blinders’. However, 2020 was the year Cole racked up an incredible 1600km
on his bike with a group of friends all in aid of the charity, Momentum, raising over £45,000. With Cole currently
abroad filming projects, and as huge fans of his, we can’t wait to see what’s next.

MARCUS RASHFORD
Marcus Rashford MBE has spent 2020 setting an example to not only the youth but the older generations on
the painful inequality in the country we live. Rashford has been publicly campaigning against homelessness and
child hunger throughout the year, openly challenging our current government on their unacceptable policies
and standards in place. Rashford has often referred to his own experiences from his youth when it comes to the
government’s lack of funding and how crucial free school meals were to him. As a recognised Member of The
Order Of The British Empire in 2020, we look forward to seeing the impact Rashford will have on 2021.

YUNGBLUD
2020 has been a year of taking no
prisoners for many; however, Yungblud
has persisted in breaking through
releasing his second Album ‘Weird’.
Yungblud has continued over 2020
to not only champion music but also
unapologetically stand up for free
expression and breaking boundaries
when it comes to identity and how
we see gender. Yungblud continues
to raise awareness for mental health,
talking about his own experiences with
ADHD on multiple opportunities. With
this in mind, Yungblud is set to take
2021 by storm.

ALICIA GARZA
American Civil Rights activist and writer Alicia Garza is a leading voice in American communities. Garza, who
has worked on health rights, is one of the three Co-Founders of Black Lives Matter, campaigning relentlessly
throughout 2020 to end racism and hostilities against black people. Not only known for Black Lives Matter Garza
has also released her book ‘The Purpose Of Power’ whilst tackling topics on her podcast ‘Lady Don’t Take No’ all
with a pinch style. .

OPAL TOMETI
Tometi is a noted human rights activist, one of the three Co-Founder of Black Lives Matter, and founder of
Diaspora Rising a new media and advocacy hub for strengthening bonds within members of black families.
Her continued work has set the tone around the world for the changes needed to become more inclusive whilst
reigniting the civil rights movement. The world needs women like Tometi unafraid to challenge societal norms.

PATRISSE CULLORS
Artist and educator Cullors and is one of Americas primary advocates for racial equality as a Co-Founder of
Black Lives Matter and the Founder of grassroots Los Angeles-based Dignity and Power Now, an organisation
dedicated to gaining dignity and power for all those incarcerated. Cullors not only an organiser for fundamental
social movements around the world but also a well known popular speaker. Since sparking the viral Twitter
hashtag in 2013 and releasing her memoir, ‘When They Call You a Terrorist: A Black Lives Matter Memoir’, Cullors
has been seen as a figure of hope for communities and continues to fight for better rights for black communities
all over the US.

INHALER
After being shortlisted on BBC Sounds Of 2020, Irish band Inhaler continues to take the world by storm. Between
selling out US venues and touring with names like Blossoms, the four-piece have avidly been making a name for
themselves. They’ve just been shortlisted on the Europe Talent Awards 2021 and have an upcoming tour to be
played as soon as possible. So keep an eye out, as it won’t be long until the band blowup world wide..

DERMOT
KENNEDY
Well known for his
single ‘Out Numbered’
and
nominaiton
for
International Male Solo
Artist at The Brits 2020,
Kennedy is no stranger
to success in the music
industry. After playing for
Soccer Aid and speaking
out about mental health,
Kennedy is making ripples
and is sure to move onto
bigger things 2020.
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Arlo Parks
Releasing her latest track ‘Green Eyes’, during the global pandemic was no mean feat but worked in her
favour as it landed her BBC Introducing’s Artist of The Year as well as a place on The BBC Sound of 2020
longlist. Parks is making her move. As an avid ally regularly speaking out for the LGBTQ+ community, Parks
is laying the foundation for generations to come.

The Mysterines
You really should have already heard of Merseyside rock group The Mysterines by now. They ended
2019 on a high having snatched up support slots with The Amazons and Sea Girls, headlined the BBC
Introducing Stage at Reading and Leeds Festival and released their debut EP ‘Take Control’ to both fan
and critical acclaim. While the near sold-out February tour was postponed until June 2021, 2020 has seen
another EP ‘Love’s Not Enough’, which has gained fierce support from Radio 1’s Jack Saunders, and a
feature on Paul Weller’s next album. Their punchy, tight-knit, filthy rock n roll and Lia’s stop-you-in-yourtracks vocals keep audiences captivated and itching for that debut album rumoured to be released next
year.
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Arlo Parks

Nigel Ng
Malaysian comedian Nigel Ng, has shot to fame following his success on media platform TikTok with
his portrayal of his popular comedic character ‘Uncle Roger’. Having already been nominated for the
prestigious ‘Best New Comer’ Award at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival in 2019 Nigel has already sold out
his week long series of gigs at London’s Soho Theatre in 2020 as well as his TV debut on Mock The Week.
We can’t wait to see what’s next for Nigel in 2021.

The Lathums
Hailing from Wigan, four-piece The Lathums have already made more than a prominent name for
themselves in the North West with a string of shows so tricky to get tickets for you’d think Noel and Liam
had finally but their differences aside. Seriously, gone in seconds. 2020 has seen an endless stream of
successes from booking support slots with Blossoms and Paul Weller (pre-pandemic), reaching number
14 in the album charts with their EP ‘The Memories We Make’ and making their TV debut on Later … With
Jools Holland. Recently signed to Island Records, their latest EP ‘Ghosts’ is out now with a debut album
due next year.

Arlo Parks

Sometimes when I feel
Tom Cherrie

The tip
of my chin
tightens.
I drag my jaw open
to avoid
the
grinding.
Sometimes when I feel
I fight
the strange heat
behind
my eyes
pulling up my face,
my
sort
of disguise.
when I feel
I make
the worst things real,
like how
things might not be,
or
losing you
and what
life
might

Sometimes when I feel
I see
the fruit
has gone bad
and old,
and i’m told
besides that,
the nectar
wasn’t
sweet
anyway.
So
i’ll wait
another day
telling myself
I
can
take
it
I
can
take
it
sometimes
when
I
feel.

JADE

BIRD
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We

had the pleasure of speaking to English
singer/songwriter Jade Bird to find out about
her new single ‘Headstart’, her self-care tips, and
what we can expect for her in 2021. Jade joined
us from Austin, Texas where she has recently
moved.

lot of artists talking about that, talking about their
friends or their family, things like that instead of it
being such a self-involved generation, with social
media. I mean touring is my first love in a way, so I
think I’ll always obviously do it”

Everyone needs their downtime, their escape,
even moreso when you’ve being on the road for
almost the entirety of 2019. Jade shared with us
some things that help her to stay grounded and
present. “It’s kind of interesting because right at
the end I was finding it really difficult. There’s a
few consolations, mainly because you get throat
problems because of the psychology of it, so you
think you’re tired, and then if your throat goes it’s
like your mind and body are super connected
in that way. I’ve been on a flight back from a gig I
couldn’t do because I couldn’t sing, and then I get
home and I’m fine. You can imagine how frustrating
that it for someone that likes to work hard, and
someone that wants to feel sane. But self-care
tips, I meditate a lot, I do TM (Transcendental
Meditation) a lot, and I switched that in lockdown
to running. If I run it does the same thing for me (as
Music was always a ‘calling’ for Jade and TM). Without them two things I will admit it can get
something she started experiencing at a young pretty dark.”
age. “At seven, I started free piano lessons in
school, which is why I feel so passionately about With lockdown putting a pause on the live music
music lessons for kids, because my mum couldn’t sector, it’s meant that artists such as Jade are
afford that, and that’s why I started. Then when having to push back their tours further and further.
I was twelve, a family friend had an acoustic “It’s kind of a nightmare, Shepards Bush I’ve had
guitar, I use to play that a lot, and I was absolutely to push back like 4 times at this point, it’s absolute
transfixed. I just sat on the dining room floor, and chaos. I just tried to do a session in Nashville, and
just drilled the chords until I could write, and put someone came back with a positive test, so we
my words down to melody, it was just so freeing all had to pull it, COVID is a nightmare.” On the
other hand, lockdown has allowed her to focus
and so amazing”.
on getting the next album done. “The only benefit I
2019 saw the release of Jade’s self titled debut would say is going to America to record the album.
album, which she followed with a laborious We had to go through Mexico for two weeks, and
touring schedule. She supported Hozier and The although I was locked up in the apartment for two
Lumineers, played a string of festivals over the weeks, I managed to write half my album there.”
Summer, toured in the UK and Ireland, and all-over
North America and Canada. In what must have Early November saw the release of Jade’s latest
been both an extremely exciting but also tiresome single ‘Headstart’. Recorded in the iconic RCA
time. “ I think touring was always a dream, and I studios, it was put together by powerhouse
pretty much did it for four years. It was only right producer Dave Cobb, who has worked with the
at the end I got a bit like wow; this is a lot. I’m trying likes of Prince and Lady GaGa. “Headstart is
to work out now the self-involved nature of it, I find about liking someone who doesn’t like you back,
a little bit tiresome like me me me. I think lockdown and you being like wow, they spelt it out pretty
has helped us all grow in that way, I’ve noticed a obviously! But on a deeper level, it was the first
“I moved here because for me and my partner
we eeally just wanted to explore a little bit while
we’re young, kind of as innocent as that. It’s just
something you got to do when you’re 23, just
explore, if that’s what you want to do if your life.”
Jade is no stranger to travelling around having
lived in many places growing up including South
Wales and Germany, we were keen to find out
if this had any significant impact on her musical
style. “I think it was my family relationships in those
circumstances more so than Germany itself. My
parents were divorcing while we were there, and
my Dad was in the army. I think that definitely
inspired me more, in a really kind of morbid way,
it inspired me more to write more than anything
else I think.”
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word I wrote in my new notebook for my new
album. I wrote it in upstate New York in this little
cabin and I sat and I just kind of turned the page
and there it was, and then the riff came, and it
all started falling together. Headstart feels way
more like a clearing in the clouds, and it feels
ways more like a mantra for 2021.” ‘Headstart’ has
been receiving amazing feedback, with over half a
million Spotify streams already. It was even picked
as Radio 1 legend Annie Mac’s ‘Hottest Record in
the World’. “It’s weird because I remember finding
Courtney Barnett, and I remember driving up the
drive in my house in Wales when I was like fifteen
years old, and I remember him coming on the
radio, it was ‘Pedestrian at Best’, and I remember
sitting there next to my mum and being like no no
no I don’t want to go in the house, and just turning
it up, and it was Annie Mac! I remember just being
like wow. It really had a huge effect on me hearing
that song on that station. So I guess for me it’s just
indescribably cool”.
After exploring some of Jade’s self-care tips, we
were interested to ask what she think can be done
more to raise awareness surrounding mental
health, “I think people with long term mental
health issues, I wish there was more discussion
on people who are trying to support them, and the
fact that it’s more of a lifelong thing, as opposed
to it will go overnight. I really wish there was some
more talk about long term depression and the fact
that you will have ups and downs. I think we’d be
doing a lot if we were a bit more honest about that,
and using more platforms in more ways. That’s
what I would love because I feel like if you get false
hope that you’re going to be fine forever after
you’ve got through a bump, I feel that’s almost kind
worse. I think the people who are going through it
are so strong and should be made to feel like that.
It’s a long-term illness in a way. I just think they’re
the strongest people I know, I feel like any support,
any more support would be a great thing.”
Music is an important piece in all our lives, whether
you play, produce or just listen, it can instantly be
a mood lifter. Putting on your favourite album
and dancing around can contribute to a positive
mental state. “Shania Twain, I put on that record
and I’m like here we go, I absolutely adore her!”.

Photography: Charlotte Patmore

Jade’s strong work ethic hasn’t been diminished
by lockdown, and she has somebig plans for
2021. “You can expect an album, at some point
next year, it’s finished it’s just a case of when we
put it out. You can expect a video or two hopefully.
I really pray to expect a tour, otherwise, I’m going
to be playing a lot of computer games, so we’ll see
how it all pans outs.”
We look forward to hearing Jade Bird’s second
album and hope to see her back on the road very
soon.
Words: Eloise Adger

Winter Issue Top Picks from the HATC

Fraicheur Ice Globes
If you’re looking for tighter plump

1

skin then Fraicheur Globes are for
you. Reducing the size of pores,
puffiness and redness, the globes
promote brighter complexions

2

and better circulation with natural
headache and sinus relief. Place
the globes in the freezer at night
and use them in the morning after
your facial routine for best results.
£60.99, Fraicheur Paris

Face Halo
Face Halo are paving the way in sustainable
makeup removal. Halo replaces up to 500
makeup wipes by offering up to 200 wash
cycles whilst reaching deep into pores
removing all your makeup better than ever
before.
£18, Net-A-Porter

BEAUTY

MUSTS

3

Silke London The Kate Silke Hair
Wrap

Silke London are here for all your
hair needs with their popular
‘The Kate Silk Hair Wrap’. Using
Caribbean hair-wrapping
techniques and drawing on years

5

old haircare secrets, their silk
hair wraps lock in moisture and
eliminate frizz promoting hair
growth over night.
£50, Liberty London

Chanel N ° 5

4

Chanel’s 2020 Christmas AD

sees new ambassador Marion
Cotillard flown to the moon
dancing to Lorde’s ‘Team’ in a
mesmirising cinamatic advert
making it harder than ever not to
purchase a new bottle of Chanel
N°5 this christmas preiod.
£57, Chanel.com

Tinker Taylor Lip Scrub
Tinker Taylors natural hand
crafted lipscrub devised by
celebritiy makeup artist Zoë
Taylor will leave your lips
polished, soft and replenished
from it’s plant based blend of
cinnamon, cranberry seed oil,
baobab seed oil and rice bran
oil. Apply pre or post-lipstick
application ot simply as part of
your self care routine.
£17, Liberty London

PRIVÉ
SWISS

We spoke with notable medspa Prive Swiss to discuss the

helped me overcome difficulties with OCD,

best holistic treatments that are becoming more widely used

self harm and my relationship with food.

in the wellness community. As I speak with Heidi the founder of

Without these treatments and being able

Prive Swiss all the way from Connecticut in the States she tells

to participate in them, I’m unsure as to who

me, similar to the UK and rest of the world, how lock down has

and where I would be now. Because of this

been tough over there. “It is what it is, we are all hanging in there.

I know, how finding the right treatment can

What can you do. It’s been very difficult the past 8 months for

directly change your life for the better.

everybody. Although here we are in a low incidence area, every
body’s scared.”

In the UK, the reality is that getting access
to treatments can take years. As many

“There’s also a tremendous amount of grief and sadness out

of us know the earlier the intervention

there. In the US we’ve lost over 210,000 people and when you

takes places the better the chances

take that number and add on any family members and business

are of recovery. With traditional medicine being most comonly

associates, the grief is just overwhelming, it really snowballs into

prescribed, we tend to forget other holistic treatments that play

a sad situation for people and their coping mechanisms. Mental

a crucial role in staying well balanced. “I’m thrilled to be able to

health problems is a tremendous problem. Not to mention the

speak about these interventions. It’s not until recently they’ve

substance abuse that has just escalated. Those experiencing

become high spread with their usage beginning to be more widely

mental health really had it coming their way with this”. I myself am

accepted. A lot of these therapies that have been shunned by

no stranger to what can be described as abysmal mental health,

the traditional medical communities.” Over the years I’d become

after suffering with Bipolar Disorder for over 12 years. Due to this

accustomed to the idea that medication is key to my recovery.

I’ve been fortunate in many ways to be introduced and exposed

Even though I’ve been under the care of amazing psychiatrists,

to a wide range of different treatments from medication to more

I’ve experienced copious amounts of medication changes under

holistic methods. I’m a firm believer in giving pretty much anything

a trial and error basis alongside bags and bags of pills (you can

a go if it’s going to benefit me. Over the years I’ve found CBT has

imagine airport customs have a field day with me every time I

dramatically changed the way I look at life and try and cope. It has

take a flight). Saying that my main care givers are pro using and
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mixing and incorporating holistic methods alongside medication everything is resolved. For most it’s a combination of traditional
and personally only change medications when necessary. Most

medicine, therapies and maintaining stable environments.

of all they listen to me and trust my thought process. After having

Although that may seem relatively straight forward, it can be

a severe blood reaction to a new medication last year I started

incredibly hard, especially when you may be predisposed

to notice I was no longer as open to taking whatever medication

to certain conditions. So to hear Heidi explain that “the most

I was given. I went from being someone who wouldn’t question

effective treatments for mental health issues are combinations of

popping a pill to someone who would cry at the idea of having

traditional medications alongside traditional therapies which can

to try a new drug. As I relayed my change in perspective Heidi

be tailored to individuals is a breath of fresh air and relief.

explained “It’s a very exciting time to be in the healing field. We
can do so much, besides the old standby which has always been

“Another intervention we use for trauma and anxiety, which has

writing a prescription. For a lot of people, taking Bipolar Disorder

been incredibly affective, is Heart Math. Heart Math is a type of bio

as an example, many who come to us have garbage bags full of

feedback that uses the brain to regulate heart beats. It’s used to

pills. Many come to us to have interventions so they can come off

change heart rhythms using brain exercises. Heart Math works

some or all of the medications and onto more of a holistic wellness

incredibly well with anxiety. Basically through a technology like

method. Holistic methods use the body and the brains own

cell phones you can actually track and see your heart beat and

capacity for healing. It’s been tremendously effective. We have

use a bunch of different brain exercises, mind games and more

a number to share that are used continuously in our treatment

to bring you heart rate down to an optimal level. The goal of Heart

programme and have been life changing and the positive effects

Math is to become coherent and reduce stress whilst promoting

we get from these. We are seeing from COVID that people who

emotional wellbeing. We’ve seen the empowerment from being

have had trauma in the past, are seeing it become reenergised

able to help yourself. It’s amazing.”

because of the anxiety. One of the truly amazing interventions we
use is EMDR therapy (Eye Movement De-Sensitisation and Re-

Finally we talk about a new technology widely used in America
which is an Infrared sauna. “A lot of people have never heard of an
Infrared sauna. It’s not a normal sauna so many think, ‘oh my god I
get into a box and sweat and it’s uncomfortable’, it’s actually totally
different from a traditional sauna. The infrared sauna promotes
heat generation from inside the body as the air does not get
heated. The sauna basically targets excessive cortisol, the fight
or flight hormone, it causes cells to vibrate which them to expels
toxins and is an amazing detox experience. It’s very comfortable.
Clients love sitting in the sauna. The research that’s come out
from its use is amazing for stress and anxiety reduction.”
For years, I took more notice of medication without even
entertaining the concept of holistic treatments and therapies.
Since researching and becoming more aware of other methods
to compliment my medications, life has taken a turn for the
better. From being slightly sceptical, I’ve learned of the wide

Processing). The therapist directs lateral eye movements to focus

ranging benefits, for example Kefir and how your gut health is

the clients attention whilst addressing the emotionally disturbing

interlinked with your mental health. But saying that I have been

material, pairing it with positive less energised emotions. I have

privileged to be able to not only access these methods but to

seen amazing results. These sessions can be brief and they are

have had the capacity to learn myself. It is about time that these

generally done in 4/5 sessions. The goal of EMDR is to relieve

therapies become more available. As we end our call Heidi

the stress and re formulate the negative beliefs and reduce

explains “that these interventions are used in conjunction with

physiological arousal. In other words to disconnect the anxiety

traditional methods like medications” and together they really are

and the bodies reaction to a past happening. Which turns it into

treatments for change.

something less painful. It’s one we use very successfully.”
To find out more about Privé-Swiss visit: www.priveswiss.com
Hearing the success of up and coming treatments, truly brings
light to many peoples lives. For many suffering with mental health
conditions it isn’t simply that you just take a medication and

Words: Alice Gee

FLYTE
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Flyte (Will Taylor, Jon Supran, Nick Hill) have this magical nature

W: It’s made us stronger somehow. We didn’t know it, but physical

to capture perfection in every single track they release. From the

time apart was maybe what we needed after years of staring

sublime harmonies, poetic and thoughtful lyricism, or dynamic

each other in the face on a daily basis. We’re communicating

instrumentation, they just get it right every time.

better now.

This year has been a perplexing one yet one where my

M: How’s your mental health been this year?

admiration for Flyte has taken off. I dipped my toe in with a few
singles such as ‘Cathy Come Home’ and ‘Echo’s’ back in 2017

W: Oh, it’s been bloody awful.

when ‘The Loved Ones’ was released, but I threw myself into
the album during lockdown and don’t think I’ve pressed paused

M: You seem to wear your heart on your sleeve lyrically, how

since.

does it feel to release music that is so personal to you?

The three latest singles, including ‘I’ve Got A Girl’ have an

W: It feels new. I was always trying to write frankly and

element of wearing your heart on your sleeve. It is pure emotional

emotionally, but in the past, I would obscure it, keep it broad and

storytelling from an autobiographical point of view, something I

poetic, tell other people’s stories. This new record is completely

think we can expect more in the album that’s expected in early

autobiographical and it’s not pulling any punches. It’s cathartic

2021

and it’s terrifying in equal measure.

At Head Above The Clouds, mental wellbeing is at the heart of

M: You wrote a lot of music during the first lockdown this year, tell

what we do, and I couldn’t think of a better band chat to about

me about that experience.

lockdown, mental health, and new music. Will Taylor from Flyte
took the time to answer these questions….

W: That was an early lockdown experiment between the band
and some of our amazing writer friends. Jess from the Staves,

M: What has the dynamic of being in a band been like during

Jade Bird, Anna B Savage, Will Rees from the Mystery Jets. The

lockdown?

challenge was to write 20 songs in 20 days. We were all locked
in our flats and had zero excuses not to write each day and
miraculously, everybody pulled through with something beautiful
every single day. It was a really rare moment.
M: Have you ever had messages from fans about your songs?
Have they helped people cope with life experiences or their
mental health?
W: When you hear you’re actually helping people get over
bereavement, or you’ve played a significant role in a relationship
starting, confronted people’s issues with food, depression,
addiction- honestly, it’s the only currency you need to keep
going. When we’re ever down about ourselves, one message
coming in from someone like that literally solves everything.
M: We have had Easy Tiger, Losing You, and I’ve Got A Girl so far
from your latest body of work, what vibe can we expect from the
album, is this a breakup soundtrack?
W: It is absolutely a breakup album yes. It was written last year
after the end of an eight-year relationship. Listening back to it, it’s
almost like a concept album- it starts at day one of the relationship
ending and then drags you through every subsequent stage of
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emotion. Jealousy, anger, shame, acceptance, rebirth. It flings M: Gigging on people’s doorsteps? Will there be more?
you all over the place.
W: Oh yes. It’s an innately Love Actually, Christmas thing to be
M: Musician/ band recommendation this month?

doing and December will be seeing a lot more doorsteps visited

W: Big Thief

M: How does performing live make you feel?

M: Is there another single this year? What can you tell me about W: Oh god. It entirely depends. It’s never a middling experience.
It’s either the worst or the best thing that’s ever happened to you
it?
W: Yes, one final single for Christmas. A song I wrote when I was M: 3 things you couldn’t live without during lockdown?
14 called Never Get To Heaven.
W: Booze I’m afraid, gardening and my guitar
M: A song that hits you deeply emotionally, why?
M: Where do you see yourself and Flyte in 2021?
W: For the Roses, Joni Mitchell. It’s such a sad, poignant glimpse
into the life of a recording artist. It’s so rare that singers can pull W: Well hopefully we’ll be touring this fabulous new album across
off a song about their own line of business. But of course, if a Covid free world
anyone can do it, it’s Joni
Words: Meg Atkinson
M: A song that makes you feel a million times better, why?
W: Islands in the Stream by Dolly Parton and Kenny Rogers. It just
lifts you out of your seat. It is pure joy, no sadness, no grit in the
oyster, just actual joy.

£9,000-MAGGOTS
Manchester University students have officially taken their first steps on the

University is meant to be a safe place where you can truly learn and grow as

moon. I know you may think I‘m being hyperbolic, but their rent strike has

a person, and it was anything but.

been the first of this academic year to be successful, and their activism
catalysed a movement. After months of rent striking, and a fortnight-long

This powerless feeling is not new, as there seems to be a history

occupation of a tower at the base of the Fallowfield Campus, they left

of Manchester leaving students in limbo. One student reached out

victorious.

anonymously:

Student’s across the UK were lured back onto campus under false

“I went to a counsellor at the end of the second year for suicidal thoughts.

pretences for profit, says Hannah of Manchester’s infamous UoM Rent

She told me if she told the academic staff I’d be deemed unfit to study and

Strike. “We were promised a fluid transition of in-person and online teaching;

kicked out. My second counsellor in year 3 got me mixed up with someone

we were promised safety for both our physical and mental wellbeing.”

else and had a go at me about how I wasn’t working hard enough to get

But sadly, around 800 cases of COVID-19 broke out in Manchester and

better. I got a 3rd in quarantine to prove to academic staff (who I had to tell

University has been anything but fluid this term. The majority of students,

because it was so bad). She told me within half an hour that I was too severe

including myself, have not received any in-person teaching, nor will we next

for the uni service.”

term. Hannah concluded our interview grimly: “It’s like ordering a £9,000
cake, only to open it and find maggots.” Students found themselves trapped

A rent strike was called at the start of October. A group of brave students

underneath the Bell Jar, with no idea how they had allowed themselves to be

decided to act, to shed this powerless feeling and take bold strides towards

stuck between the glass.

reprimanding their situation. But, just like Esther Greenwood (The Bell Jar),
no one could hear them behind the glass wall. The rent strike brought on new

With our academic future in free fall, students within both the Fallowfield

challenges as well. The University sent email after email, threatening both

Campus and the Whitworth one experienced a series of break-ins, sexual

removal from the campus, monetary fines and academic penalties for the

assaults and robberies. To which, according to Hannah, the University did

strike. “People put their trust in us, and I had to assure them nothing would

nothing to fix. “They told us to lock our doors, but our doors were locked—

happen” Hannah explained. “It was incredibly stressful, we didn’t know what

people were throwing bricks through our windows.” This constant state

would happen, but we needed student solidarity. The emails were scary; I

of danger plagued the students’ mental health, as they lived in constant

had to squash mine and hundreds of others’ fears. It was a horrible feeling,

fear of either being attacked or being robbed, they felt virtually powerless.

and it didn’t help me mentally, either.’”
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University alike. For the former, the occupation meant living in a situation
they never expected to be in. They held the fate of the rent strike in their
hands. For the latter, the national recognition of the occupation meant they
finally had to meet or at least publicly acknowledge those who were rent
striking, and why they were.

Manchester University had to admit wrongdoing.

The glass finally shattered when they received their first offer from the
University. “It was a slap in the face, but we were just glad they had finally
acknowledged what was going on. They knew who we were.” The University
offered them a reduction of 5% from the first term, it was a start, but sadly
it was only a reduction of two weeks’ rent. The slap stung more when
students learnt they were to be sent home early because of COVID. “They
were offering us our money back because they were no longer providing a
service, it was not a reduction but a refund.” Hannah explained.

They continued their occupation, and with the media’s help, the University
finally buckled and offered students a 30% reduction for the first term.
The glass lay in pieces as the students stepped onto the moon. “We were
In response to the break-ins and without asking students permission,

elated. It paid off. We had done it.” The University finally acknowledged that

the University of Manchester decided to trap them within a fence on the

the students were not experiencing the safety, nor the academic rigour that

Fallowfield campus. Now dubbed ‘HMP Fallowfield,’ hundereds of students

was promised them. I cannot help feeling like this victory was bittersweet, as

woke up on the 5th of November to see they were encased by fencing.

I know first hand how difficult first year can be and although students have

They were distraught by this, but more importantly, they were infuriated.

now been compensated, I wonder— at what cost?

Vast crowds marched that night, and as one student put on twitter ‘(they)

While all this was happening we lost one of our own. Tragically, Finn Kitson

locked us in, we had no solution to tear the fences down.’ The fencing in total

took his life in the same halls I stayed in last year. His father, Michael Kitson,

cost the University £15,000 to install and was torn down in one evening. The

highlighted the holes within Manchester’s mental health services. He

glass was breaking. At the protests, students were invigorated by speeches

explained: “If you lock down young people because of COVID-19 with

by local activists like Izzy Smitheman, who spoke to a crowd of thousands:

little support, then you should expect that they suffer anxiety.” Finn will not
be forgotten, and I would like to add that he is mentioned at every protest

“We’re not angry at the lecturers.. we’re angry at the people who brought us

and that his close friend, Josh Hur, raised over 22,000 pounds for CALM

here and are profiting from our misery.”

(Campaign Against Living Miserably) in Finn’s memory.

The crowd rewarded her speech with cheers. Students finally felt like they

His family’s loss is our loss, and as this term ends, I do struggle to see how

were being heard. The fence gained national recognition and catalysed a

a University could ever put profit before people’s lives. But the fight is not

movement, with local MP’s contacting our Vice-Chancellor through social

over yet, and as we move into January, I am happy to disclose that nearly

media, asking essentially ‘what the hell is going on?’ Indeed, what the hell

1,000 Students have signed up to the rent strike. I am even more delighted

was going on? Rather than meet with any of the protest groups and listen

to announce that rent strikes are being held all over the country, even at the

to the students they claim to represent, Manchester built a fence. They

University of Cambridge. What started as a few, has grown significantly, and

declared an ‘Us and Them’ situation, and we did not take this lying down. On

it seems like Manchester students have set a fire that the higher education

the 12th of November, an occupation began at Owens Park Tower.

system cannot put out.

Students believed that Manchester University called the police on protest

Words: Isobel Dye

groups, citing that they ‘were going to break lockdown rules,’ despite the

TikTok: @dumbbirchtree

gathering being socially distanced. With the original protest cancelled, nine
barricaded themselves within the building and refused to come out until
University met their demands.
The occupation caused its own set of challenges for students and the
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“When it comes to mental health the ignorance if bliss
mentality, is so dangerous because it just makes it
worse and there is no bliss at the end of that tunnel. It’s
just a very long tunnel”
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“It’s a new way
for
Emerging of
artist working
Ulysses Wells deliciously
combines
of blues,
psychedilia,
us element
we’ve
always
electronica and classic rock in his new
lucky,
EP “Can’tbeen
Take Muchso
Longer
”. We had
the pleasure to interview Wells, where we
we’ve had the
discussed lockdown, sobriety, anxiety, his
music andopportunity
plans for the future.
to
getcommon
into
a studio
The most
question
to ask in this
current climate
is “how
is lockdown
going”,
and
as
a
band
as it has taken up such a huge chunk of
are
very
everyone’s year.we
“Yeah the
‘coronacoaster’
is very much
up and for
down. Ithat.”
have been
lucky
really lucky I guess with the music thing. I

As lockdown progressed, leaving spring behind and

ULYSSES WELLS

ruining all hopes of a merry summer spent in muddy

fields I stopped trying to keep track of what day or even
month it was. The only solid indication I would get were

thanks to my phone’s calendar notifications painfully
reminding me of another cancelled gig I should have

been at. The earliest of which was Doncaster’s Bang
Bang Romeo who’s April UK tour was pushed back until
October. So rather than dance in the mosh pit at Gorilla
I sat down over zoom with lead singer Anastasia to talk

about what she’s been getting up to now being on the
road is off the table.

How have you been coping with lockdown? Are
you back at home in Doncaster?

I’m alright, plodding along. I’ve been with my partner
have

got my home studio, and it was tough.

way
I can
describe
it is easy
there’s this
in the room
and
during covid, kinda isolated in my dad’s annex. I moved
I think
it’s
not
been
fordemon
anyone
all the
I’ve
been
ignoring
it
until
it
got
to
the
point
where
I
couldn’t
in just before lockdown, so it was bizarre all this was
way through.” But he was able to find a
ignore it and now
terrified.
happening in the middle of a house move. I’m here with
sembelence
of I’m
balance

during this mad
“I found it productive for me to sort of
I just thinkfocus,
when it comes
to mental
health
ignorance
about a month but they’ve brought new life in the house.
completely
the world
sort
ofthe
stopped.
is
bliss
mentality,
is
so
dangerous
because
it
just
makes
It’s so nice, as when you’re cooped up for so long and
Things like having to get a bar job, or going
it
worse
and
there
is
no
bliss
at
the
end
of
that
tunnel.
you’re kinda used to being with you and another person,
in and teaching in schools just wasn’t there
It’s just aWhich
very long meant
tunnel. I’ve that
realisedfor
that the
I can’t first
keep
it’s nice to have some fresh life.
anymore.
it and
I need
to talk more.
Isolation has
made
time ignoring
in a long
time
I could
completely
focus
us all talk and
more because
had in
to a
since
wewas
can’t
Has being in isolation and out of your normal touring
on creating
writingwe’ve
which
way
see each other physically, I’ve had conversations with
routine affected your mental health significantly? lovely.”
my two kittens. They are good lads. I’ve only had them for
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to, because I got ill as well. I think I just
got sober and got into a rhythm of it, and
quite enjoyed the sobriety. Now I drink
responsibly, well sort of responsibly,
responsibly as I can. It’s not an issue to
me at the moment and I have my rules. I
did have a few drinks over corona, but not
an everyday drinker.”

sober throughout that whole tour, my
anxiety was on a high but it was amazing,
it was absolutely incredible. They’re nice
guys that wanna help out, the industry
needs that. There are a lot of sort of
questionable people that wanna help, to
put it politely. But yeah, It was a wicked
experience.”

“I think for the first few years I completely
shut myself off, and my anxiety was
completely out of control and I had to go
to therapy. Nowadays there are some
fantastic charities. My bass player in
the band works for Tonic. They bring
people with depression, or any kind of
mental health problems, and bring them
into a room together and they sing. It’s all
free and it is a fantastic charity, if people
want to look into that he is based down
in Portsmouth and does some fantastic
work.”

Wells’ new music dives into themes of
mania, which were drawn from his own
experiences. “I think I try to write as
much as I can from my own experiences.
People just listen to music whether it
be in shops, cars, all the rest of it, so
even if they don’t have to think about it,
they usually do. I think I have definitely
experienced the sort of maniacal love,
or what you deem to be love. Then you
get the blinkers on in certain situations,
and I can just sort of go over and over
the situation. And I think mindfulness and
meditation has been fantastic for that, as
it takes you out of your brain. When I’m in
those states of madness I guess, or have
spent too much time on my own and not
had enough perspective, then I can put
it into a song and probably what you are
hearing.”

We were keen to find out what got Wells
into playing music. “Music was always
my first love, since I was a kid. Music and
dance are the only two things that you
become completely present. When you
are learning an instrument or throwing
yourself around a dancefloor, they are
brilliant for that. I think that was another
thing I read when I was sober, about
going to parties, everyone is dancing like
idiots. That was the thing, to lose yourself
and shake off your fears, and go for it for
just a minute and see how you feel. Once
you have crossed that barrier you can
explore not being self-conscious.”
In early 2019 after the release of his first
single ”Back with the people” Wells was
called up to support Bastille on their
UK tour. Going from a debute to playing
Brixton Academy in the space of a week
must have been pretty daunting. “I was

So, what are his plans for the next year?
“Survive. I guess I am happy to write as
much as I can and to try and take these
three EP’s over the line and do the best
that I can. Once all of this quietens down,
the corona thing, I can make it live and
enjoy getting back on stage again, and
play some festivals. I can’t wait to get
back out again and back out with the
band. That’s my next thing, and focus on
the important stuff.”
Words: Eloise Adger
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Niall Horan Live at The Royal Albert

Jack O’Connell

Hall. In aid of #WENEEDCREW

Charlie Hunnam

Emily In Paris,
Lilly Collins

PERFORMANCES
WE
LOVED.

Idles: Don’t Go Gentle

All the very best things this year has
bought us, hand picked for you to
enjoy. With the pandemic running riot
we’ve all found ourselves at a cross
road of turbulent emotions, with the
majority having to stay at home it’s no
surprise we’ve consumed more hours
of Netflix than ever before, worn our
pyjama bottoms in most of our zoom
calls and are guilty of having a cheeky
cocktail before twilight. With that in
mind, we thought it only right to pick
the things we’ve enjoyed the most
this year.

Chase Crawford: The Deep, The Boys
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BURN OUT
As the pandemic forced company downsizing, youth unemployment skyrocketed at the same time
hundreds of thousands of graduates entered the job market. With thousands of us fighting for the same
position, more and more young people are struggling with application burn out.
Looking for work is stressful at the best of times. Scrolling
through endless pages of ads, writing and rewriting cover
letters, submitting a CV then having to write it all out again
on an online form (honestly can we outlaw this) is draining.
Desperately adding hiring managers and recruiters on
Linkedin, preparing for interviews and getting constant
rejections is soul destroying.
Every year countless graduates go through this mindnumbing process, looking for their dream job before
eventually giving up and settling for something in
recruitment for the meantime (no offence). But this year
with the pandemic increasingly leaving businesses no
option but to cut staff size it’s not just those great grad jobs
that have dried up but the part time ones we rely on to tide
us over have disappeared too.
It’s undeniable that young people are the demographic
worst affected by the COVID-19 pandemic, in education,
employment and mental health, it’s the under 25’s that are
bearing the brunt of the governments poor response. The
latest report from The House of Commons Library has
revealed that unemployment in young people is currently
at 602,000 a rise of 17% compared to the previous year.
An additional 500,000 of us are on furlough and those of
us applying for Universal Credit is up 120%.

house prices are now over 1000% higher than they were in
1980 with income rates rising to not even half of that. Since
the pandemic 14% of us have missed a rent or mortgage
payment and those of us working from home are doing
so in houses half the size of those in the over 60’s. But the
average poverty and debt levels for that demographic has
fallen considerably, only 3% of them have struggled with
living costs since the pandemic began and those still in
the workplace are seeing their wages increase above
inflation.
We pay way more rent for worse accommodation. We
have no hope of getting on the property ladder and now
our jobs are being pulled out from underneath us because
our Government failed to acknowledge the seriousness
of this virus before it was too late. And those who govern
us continuously pass the buck stating these issues are the
fault of individual failure rather than the systematic failure
of a society not fit for purpose. The furlough scheme is
a joke. It’s a temporary pause in redundancies used to
soften the unemployment figures so our credit rating isn’t
downgraded (which happened anyway). Rishi Sunak has
don’t nothing to ensure people that when the scheme
ends, they will actually have jobs to go back to. It also did
a lousy job at actually preventing job losses with 1/5 under
25’s on the scheme still being laid off with 1/3 of them still
unable to find work.

The youth unemployment rate is currently on course to
overtake those recorded in the early 80’s when Thatcher
left little opportunity but the dole queue for TwentySomethings. But the remnants of the 2008 recession and
the decade of Tory austerity that followed have left young
people in a socioeconomic landscape even more difficult
than that created by the Milk Snatcher.

All this talk about ‘viable’ jobs defiantly doesn’t help as
young people are far more likely to work in industries that
the Government believe don’t fit that definition. And then
came the stories that companies were advertising ‘fake
jobs’ that would never be filled in order to carry on claiming
government support.

Poverty in this demographic has increased by 5% in the
past decade, our debt-to-income ratio is at 70% and

Is it any wonder that mental health problems in this
demographic have increased by over 80% since the

start of the year? How do you blame these kids for their
own unemployment when this is the most educated and
hardworking generation in history?
Louise *, 24 found herself abandoned by the government
when she was left without work “As a PAYE Freelancer
I was deemed ‘unessential’ and found myself with no
income as lockdown started and I didn’t qualify for
Furlough or the Self Employment scheme. I applied for
around 80 jobs, got rejected for every single one, even
those I was overqualified for. It was incredibly stressful
and after the first 10 rejections your enthusiasm depletes
massively, you lose the energy to research the company
and hiring manager and write personalised cover letters
for each one.”
Heather *, 25 has also struggled to find work and finds
companies just don’t care about the mental health of
people applying “I found my dream job a few months into
the pandemic, I spent so much time on my application
contacted people I knew who worked there to write me
amazing references and managed to get through to the
interview stage. Before the company kept putting it off.
Every two weeks since June I’ve got an email saying
they will be rereviewing the interview date in another two
weeks. You start to feel like you are being jerked around
by these companies who don’t actually give a toss about
you.”
Luke* 29 is a DJ who was included in the list of vulnerable
people and has been isolating since March “Watching a
full summer of work disapear in 24 hours crippled me, my
mind couldn’t process it. Having to sign on to Universal
Credit for the first time only escalated my woes, the media
throwing out views that people on benefits are wasters
and failures completely took away my self-belief. I had to
move back in with my parents and while Im thankful to have
that support after 10 years of progession and success it
was such a backwards step. Then the government told
us all to retrain, I have 10 years of experience in the music
industry, how do I just get a job in a new environment?”

The situation is so depressing it’s leading to mass burnout.
It’s more than just normal stress, its overwhelming
exhaustion, hopelessness and lack of accomplishment.
As Dr Sharmila Dissanaike puts it. “Stress is the person
who looks a little crazy when they turn up for an afterwork get together at the end of the week, strung out and
frazzled; the burned-out person is the one who didn’t even
bother to show up.”
So how do we cope with it? Dr Elena Touroni psychologist
and founder of the Chelsea Psychology Clinic in London
highlights three simple changes we can implement into
our daily job hunt to preserve our mental health and create
balance. The first it to utilise mindfulness tracks online
“Starting your day with a five-minute mindfulness exercise
can be really beneficial because it gives you the space
to check-in with how you’re feeling. A lot of the time the
problem might be that you’re experiencing all this stress,
but you don’t fully understand what’s going on,” she says.
“Mindfulness can help you begin to observe your mind
and help develop insight.”
Second is to create a routine in your day organising tasks
in a way that can better create that feeling of balance, this
will help our ability to concentrate and manage our moods.
And finally, she stresses striking that balance of work and
play “It’s also really important to balance activities that you
‘have’ to do with activities you do simply for enjoyment,
so that means creating space in the day to do the things
that nourish you. Maybe that’s as simple as reading a
book during your lunch break or making the time for your
favourite gym class” regardless of what applications need
to be sent off.
If you would like to try some mindfulness exercises you can
head over to the Head Above The Clouds Spotify page to
listen do our weekly grounding exercises developed by
Mental Health professionals.
*Names have been changed for anonymity and privacy
Words: Jade Poultney
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HATC ALBUMS
OF 2020
SCAN BELOW TO LISTEN

2020 has been a long and uncertain year, but one thing you can rely on is that we’ve seen some stella
music come to life this year. We’ve picked our top 20 albums of the year for you to have a listen to.
1. HEART BREAK WEATHER– NIALL HORAN
2. THE END OF EVERYTHING – NOAH CYRUS
3. FUTURE NOSTALGIA – DUA LIPA
4. FOLKLORE – TAYLOR SWIFT
5. ZEROS – DECLAN MCKENNA
6. DEAR HAPPY – GABRIELLE APLIN
7. A QUICKENING – ORLANDO WEEKS
8. PLASTIC HEARTS – MILEY CYRUS
9. A SONG FOR OUR DAUGHTER – LAURA MARLING
10. DO YOU WANNA – DREAM WIFE
11. TICKETS TO MY DOWNFALL – MACHINE GUN KELLY
12. CIRCLES – MAC MILLER
13. THE SLOW RUSH – TAME IMPALA
14. ULTRA MONO - IDLES
15. FOOLISH, LOVING, SPACES – BLOSSOMS
16. ANDY - RALEIGH RITCHIE
17. MADHOUSE – MATT MALTESE
18 THE HOLLOW OF HUMDRUM – RED RUM CLUB
19. HAPPINESS IN LIQUID FORM – ALFIE TEMPLEMAN
20. JUNK FOOD – EASY LIFE
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WINTER 20 ISSUE
TWO PLAYLIST
SCAN BELOW TO LISTEN

Every issue we will be collating some of our favourite tracks that we’ve featured into one easy to listen
to playlist! Scan the code below to get listening and don’t forget to follow for updates.
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